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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
the Town Where Folks
Really Live.

VOLUM

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN, 49423 THURSDAY, OCTOBER

The News Has Been

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

3, 1974

PRICE TEN CENTS

Local Police

Model

Will

m

New System
Holland City Council Wednesday paved the way for the
police department to become

Mayor Lou

the first of the smaller departments in the state to take part

ly and uniform approach to personnel matters for the general
city, the Board of Public Works,

in a computerizedpolice information system.

Holland City Hospital, end

The council authorized$5,000

PILOT KILLED

Paula Myerink,23, of
Nunica, perished Tuesday when the cropdusting plane she was piloting struck a
utility pole, crashed and burned near Hopkins in Allegan County. Here Allegan

Crop Duster Hits

Herrick Public Library, was
approved by City Council Wednesday night.

as the city’s share of a $100,000
gfrant to take part in the Standard Police Automated Resources Management Information

—

Pole

The advisory committee will
consistof the’ personnel officer
of the general city, the personnel directorof the Board of
Public Works, the director of
| employe relationsof the hospital and the assistant library
director of Herrick Public Library.

System (SPARMIS).

County authoritiesinspect the wreckage in
a carrot field. The pilot was employed by
Hatfield Flying Service of Nunica. She was
a Western Michigan University aviation
graduate and a native of Inkster.
(UPI telephoto)

The system has been installed in five larger police agencies and is authorized for five
more includingHolland.Hol-

land is the model for

the

smaller sized cities.

The system includescom-

,

The broad
the

mendations in areas of salaries,

CAMPAIGN OPENS-

The Greater Holland
United Way opened its 1974 campaign
Thursday with a keynote address by Dr.
Harold E Sponberg (center), former president of Eastern Michigan Universitywho
said the campaign gives every citizen an
opportunity to invest in the future of his

system for transmissionof
color photos.

Pilot
WAYLAND,

From Nunica

Mich.

Police Chief Charles L. Lindstrom said the total system
The Board of Education in would allow Holland police offia special meeting Monday cers to dictate their reports,
using a predeterminedformat,
right approved a contract for
into cassetterecorders they will
Daniel Lukich as director of carry with them or by tele-

Head Hired

—A

23-year
old Nunica woman who survived
a crash the first time she flew
on a crop dusting contract died
Tuesday when her crop duster
struck a utility pole and crashed into a carrot field in Allegan County.

responsibilityof

committeewill be to advise
City Council and make recom-

puter terminals which will feed
information into the city’s computer, cassette tape equipment,
fingerprint facsimile and a

Allegan Crash Kills EdTati?

Hallacy’s propo-

sal of a Personnel Advisory
Committee to provide an order-

wages, job

community. Campaign chairman Gary J.
White (left) receivesa "good luck" handshake from

GHUW

L

president Terry

Hof-

lated matters.

meycr

(right).

year

$268,576. More than 120 persons at-

is

The campaign goal

this

Mayor Hallacy also appointed the following to one-year

tended the kick-off dinner at Carousel
Mountain
(Sentinelphoto)

terms on the Police Community
Relation Unit Advisory Committee: Burton Borr, Glenn
Geerts, Keith Houting, Charles
Lindstrom, Ron Beyer. Randall

lodge.

„
Commitment for Future

community education, succeed- phone

classifications,

fringe benefits, conditions of
employment and similarly re-

to recorders in the police
department.
Vande Water, Tino Reyes,
Secretaries will transcribe
James Stills, James Zeedvke,
retiring.
the information from the cassMarvin Younger, Lynn WheaAuthoritiesidentified the vicThe new appointee received a ettes into computer language
ton, Barry Workman and
tim as Paula H. Myerink.
BA deg'-ee in history and poli- using the computer terminals.
| Sylvia Munoz
They said Miss Myerink was
tical science in 1968 from Ml.
The city’s computer will proLetters of appreciationwill be
dusting a crop in the Allegan
Union College in Alliance,Ohio, cess the information and prosent to retiring members of
County township of Hopkins at
and a master’s degree in per- duce daily reports for officer
DOUGLAS
Community the committee, Avery D. Baker,
the time of the accident.
sonnel, counseling end educa- complaints and other data.
Hospital ended its obstetrical William Gargano. Rebecca
Referring to the commitmentpeople from all walks of life ... department Monday under
tional psychology in 1973 from
On her first crop dusting
The fingerprintfacsimile will
Rivera and Frank Zepeda.
of_ Holland's founding fathers ; just people who are not quai- pressurefrom a health planMiami
University
in
Ohio.
He
flight,
authorities said,
,
enable the department to be
Council appointed City Audireceived an educationalspecial- connected with a centralfinger- 12o years ago, Dr. Harold E. j ifed other than they are here.” ning unit and in keeping with a tor John W. Fonger as officer
Myerink’s plane sheared
au a "verlnk
SponbergThursday told United The Greater Holland United hospitalmodernization prgram.
and win
will
tops off six apple trees in west-' istration (FAA) said Miss Mv- !!?!.d(^ ^5r™unityjedl,ca:lprint
prim file
me in Lansing ana
delegate and City Clerk D. W.
Way volunteersthat the United Way has a campaign goal this HospitaladministratorDereck
Schipper as alternativeto the
ern Michigan but walked away,erink also survived
^iversTty in
m fide!,tifying.tPerSOns1A Way is the ‘‘fabric that keeps year of $268,756 to support the
Marshall said today obstetric annual meeting of the Michigan
from the crash.
i crash earlier this year, but said
Umversity in Ypsil . sys era of transmittingcolor
photos of criminal suspects will the community together.” | work of ten local agencies and patientswere being taken care Municipal Employes RetireThe Federal Aviation Admin- 1 it had no details.
He taught social studies in be linked to a central file and The former president of Eas- 23 others in the state and nation, of in other area hospitals at ment System Oct. 28 in TraBedford, Ohio, from 1968 to 1971 a'd police in locating wanted tern Michigan University was Zeeland’s United Way goal is the choice of the patient and verse City. Employes named
keynote speaker at the Greater 1 $36,435.
her doctor. Most were expected Val Young of the hospital as
and also coached basketball suf,^€?t
Gary J. White is chairman to go to Holland Hospital, employe delegate with John
. .
Lmdstrom said SPARMIS was Holland and Zeeland United
I ana
developed in the Grand Rapids campaign kick-off dinner and of the GHUW campaign assist- Marshall added.
Dillbeck of the police departI Dyksterhousehas served six police departmentwith the use said the campaign gives every- ed by Ronald Hermanson while However , Marshall explain- ment as alternatein an election
years in fuiltime work for 0f federal funds and coordin- one an opportunity to help in- Glenn Mayaard and A1 Gustaf- ed, emergency obstetrical cases conducted by the city clerk
community education, develop- ated by a committeeof law en- vest in the future of the com- son direct the Zeeland cam- would
be handled
but it would
wn"u ^
han,,,oaw,,'
Council asknowledged with
ing a program which now has : forcement agents.
paign.
be up to the doctor to deter- thanks the following gifts for
an enrollmnet of 650.
The first of the systems were
More than 120 persons attend- The campaign in Holland of- mine the emergency condition. the police department:$500 for
HUDSONVILLE
Artrain, . from fifth through ninth grades in other businessthe hoard installed in Livonia, Ann Arbor,
The West Michigan Comple- Police Community Services Unit
ed the event at Carousel Moun- , flcla,1y be8ins Monday but a
the six car train of art of the: will have 40 - minute tours authorizedpurchase andin Saginaw, Berrien County and tain
hensive Health Planning Unit from Christ Memorial Reform| Pllot campaign for the indusMichigan Council of the Arts, during school hours. Also stellation of a laundrv facility Troy.
had recommended the obstetri- ed Church to aid individuals
Dr. Sponberg said the comdivi,sio£ was^ near. comis coming to Hudsonville for the invited to participate are schools for the community pool. Operacal department be phased out and families in emergency sitThe second set of systems has mittment in Holland the past p £
Pa>ke-Davis& Co.
week of Oct.
j in Zeeland, Jenison and Grand- ting its own laundry is expected
since the hospital was handling uations; $145.97 for school safe125 years was done unashamed- where h.e
^L?8’ 00
The location will be behind
!t() save 32,000 a year for pool
a small number of OB pa- ty education program from the
ly and that it has been the heri- ! J5?assed
rePort.(:d;
Old Kent Bank just south of Tours will be open to t h e operations,
tients. 'Die unit also recom- Fraternal Order of Police, HolWhlte sa,d- 11
th? f,!;st P1,ot
the highway at School St. and public from 3 to 8 p.m.
board a,s0 voted to Lindstrom said the Holland tage of the Dutch to provide rnmnaion
campaign Conducted by the mended certain improvements land Lodge 104, and 500 imin the hospital to meet state printed crime prevention book* *
| Ssturdsy from 10.a30 3.m. to 8
emolov the services of MeidGHUW.
codes.
This may be a last chance jp,,,. „ wi|| (.|osed Sunday, ema'van Kooten rogistcredn l
lets from the FOP lodge.
for residents in southwestern There is no admission rharee f.lu V
Pr(h
A $400,000modernization pro- A claim against the city from
Fire, Water Damage
Michigan to visit Artrain since
aamission cnarge. fessionalsurveyors, to provide The project will begin with an
‘‘The United Way personifies
gram is scheduled to begin as Lawrence M. Ladewig of Zeeanalysis of the present record
the Michigan legislatureis dis- • SinceL Artra,n tenures work- a topographical survey end a
all that the heritage has stood House Under Constructionsoon as the state health departkeeping
functions
and
will
inland was referred to the insurmg
exniDiis.
local
artists
ana
I10? w^bits,
and meets-and-bounds survey of the
for,” he added.
clude developmentof a record
Fire and water damage to a ment issues the building per- ance carrier and city attorney.
high
school
athletic
site,
not
to
lUsonvillfvisit will be other talent arc being scheduled.
He
urged citiizens to take a
system using the computer
flL’ u|Pea cll,lzens 10 laKe a home under construction
at 10925
Marshall said. ImproveCouncil authorizedpayment of
sponsored by the Hudsonville Artrain visited Holland in exceed $1,100.
designed
for
the
Holland
depa^?
rIom
.f area 'llsto,yan.d 96th Ave. in Robinson township ^ roents are l<> made to the $3,927.60in architect fees to
All board members were pre
Friends of the Library and the May, 1972, and was stationedin
S° back to
support Jneir
their Tuesday
areas Larry Harris, Kalamazco land!v,°.oaJK
10 it
11 to
10 slJPPorl
Tuesday at
at 11:35
11:35 p.m.
p.m. has
has been
been sur8>c3l
surgical and outpatient
outpatient areas
sent at the meeeting.
Chamber of Commerce with Kollen Park.
' and to the elec
Lindstromsaid the computer ideas
1 ,as, for
01 giving
8lving to
to help
‘ielP others,
others. | estimated
estimated at
at
and to the electrical and venti- ; scape architect, for work on the
Mary Jane and Will Byker as
terminals, looking like a tele-!. now need a commitment Ottawa County deputies said lation systems,
downtown beautification proco-chairmen.
vision screen with a typewriter l0
,nvest in H16 Clayton De Vries of 11239 84th : The hospitalwill continue gram.
Hudsonvilleschool children
keyboard, will be located in the! :uture. because tbe-v baYe Pride Ave., who is buildingthe house, with 32 beds, all for medicalCouncil approved two mainin their heritage,” he
noticed smoke in the kitchen j surgical uses. Previouslythe tenance contractswith Burrecords department
The United Way
and found insulation ! hospital had six beds for ob- roughs Corp. for the city’s
detective
. , he contin- : ceiling
...... *,
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West Ottawa

He envisions no

;

additional

personnel but said there would

Teachers Set

said.

*

*

*

was the only organization smouldering
Holland that "pulls together fixture,

near

a

i:

-t-A*

197475 school year between the

cassetteswhile in the field.

!

»» i /•» r-

Funds for the program were an annual charge of

I

reached on a contract for the

1

computer service center equipMarshall said the moderniza-ment. One covers the compution program was expected to ter itself for a monthly charge
I be
completed within eight of $1,537.10 and the second permonths after the projectbegins. tains to various terminals at

system less of the officer’s
time will be taken by report
writing since he will be able
to file his reports on the tape

Tentative agreementhas been

r-

lightingstetrics.

be realignments in duties of the
patrol officers.With the new ! r

I

RatificationVote

111

,

West Ottawa

computer center.

A city manager report on
engineering costs of the side-

Distributing

Five Injured In

Ottawa Board

of Education.

Two-Car Crash

No terms of the agreement
will be discloseduntil the contract has been ratified by both

the

WOEA and

the Board

Bus

Five persons sustained minor
two - car collision
Saturday at 11:19 p.m. at US31 and 32nd St. All were treated

of

in

I

Holland Hospital and

released.

Honduran Airlift

Injured were Michael Edward
Petzak, 18, of 158 Timberwood,
driver of one car, and his

Honduras for victims
Hurricane

Fifi.

,

i

!

Tex., a passenger in the second
car driven by Jamas Albert
Quinn, 24, of South Haven.
Police said the Petzak car
was eastbound on 32nd while the
Quinn auto was heading south
on US-31.

i

Entries

Reported

At Three

22,

to Holland police and in one
case a pair of pants
wallet

Timothy Agate,
Bangor area, was held

$60,000 bond today after demand-

Local Homes; Net $130

FROSH VICTORIOUS

—

For the eighth time in 30 years,

the freshman team of Hope College was victoriousin the

76th annual tug-of-warMonday at Black River (now
Macatawa River) just west of the US-31 crossing. The
freshman team of 18 members, buoyed by morale girls
shown above, battled two hours and five minutes before
the sophomores were brought to the river shore. Because
of high water levels the losers no longer are pulled
through the water which is neck deep. Crowds were smaller than the first pull last Friday when the new rope broke
twice. The river area was rain soaked from weekend rains.
{Hope College photo)

ing examination to two charges
in connection with an alleged
shootingand robbery of a motorist whose car was disablednorth
of South Haven Sept. 10.
Agate demanded examination
to charges of assult with intent
to commit murder and armed

were

and

today his

trousers were missing and’ with

them his wallet and credit
cards. The empty wallet was

I

'

|

DOWNTOWN

BEAUTIFICATION

- A

Norway maple

robbery in the wounding of
Benito Martinez, 18, of Fenn-!
ville. Agate asked for a court
appointed attorney. His examination was set for Oct. 16.
State Police at South Haven
apprhended Agate Tuesday
evening in a wooded area west
of Bangor. Martinez, who suffered gunshot wounds, was re-

of Eighth St. in one of the last steps in the downtown
beautificationprogram. Park Supt. Jacob De Graaf hopes
to complete the planting program this week. Plans call for
narcissus, crocuses and a few tulips in some of the larger
beds and ajuga (ground cover) in planters. Norway
maples, little leaf lindens, locust and maple leaf sycamores are being planted in some new cuts on Eighth St.
These cuts were delayed awaiting fill of certain side-

leased from a hospital Saturday.

walk

is

placed

in

one of the planters on College Ave., just soukh

vaults.

;

!

The West Ottawa Education
Associationhas ratified a contract proposal for the 1974-75
school year, it was announced
today by John Berghorst, chief
negotiator for the WOEA.
In a statement, Berghorst
said “Wednesday the West Ottawa Education Association
ratifiedthe proposed contract
for the school year 1974-75 bv a

found later.
Break-insalso were reported
by Meria Arends at 175 W. 20th
St., where a purse was taken,
narrow margin. The tentative
and by Mildred Buhrer, 572 Van
agreement
was achieved last
Raalte Ave., where a billfold,
keys and more than $100 in week after two sessions with a
mediator from the Michigan
cash were missing.
Employment Relations CommisOfficers said at least eight
sion and was presented to the
break-ins have been reported
WOEA membership for their
since the weekend and most oc- approval on Tuesday.
/‘Detailsof the contract will

curred while occupants were

be made
| asleep. Police urged residents
|

{Sentinel photo)

Okay

West Ottawa Pact

missing.

ed at 6:17 a.m.

j

Teachers

a

Police said George Vander
Wal, 386 West 21st St., report-

in the Allegan County jail under

Thieves Enter Three

same

person, were reported Tuesday

Shooting Case
of the

Councilman

Three more house break-ins

LLEGAN —

lines for transportto Honduras.

was given by
Robert Dykstra.

Agate Asks Test
In

All Councilmen were present
at the meeting. The invocation

Homes

believed the work of the

Eastern Airlines will fly the
cargo to Florida where it will
be picked up by Honduras Air-

Thieves took $82 and a purse
from the home of Hazel Dirkse,
125 East 18th St. and a purse
containing$43 from the Daughn
Greenwood residence 108 East
20th St. Both purses were r
covered in the yards.
A wallet containing $5 was
stolen from and later recovered
in the yard of Dick Van Loo,
489 College Ave.

i

Also injured was Carl
Holzmann, 30, of Driftwood,

The Rev. Earl P. Merz, pastor
of Peace church, read of
airlift by Eastern Airlines out
of Detroitto Florida, and with
the assistance of Burgess
Aviation,the food collected was
flown to Pontiac,Friday. Today
it will be taken, with food from
other churches and groups in
that area, to Detroit,for
immediate shipment.

Holland Police are continuing their investigation Saturday
into break-ins at three local
homes during the night.

have

1255 East 16th St.

of

Handbook

A suggestion from Councilby the first part of next week.
man Elmer Wissink that the
Building principals
additional copies of the hand- two parking spots in the Citv
book available for distribution^.ab Peking lot closest to the
to all residents who desire them,
^ab designated for BPW
Parents are being asked to cars ** ta88ed ^or dual purpose
discussthe contentsof the hand- with the Pubbc was referred to
book with their children. tbe city manager, who suggestThe handbook was coopera- ed ai) alternate plan to move
lively developed by citizens. tbe disigoated stalls westward,
the Board and the Administra- The city manager said reserved places for the BPW is consistent with the space granted
other departments.

passengers,Karen Geertman,
17, of 95 East 15th St.; Kathy)
Borr, 17, of 34 East 15th St.,
and Kirk Brookhouse,17, of

pounds of dried foodstuffs, rice,
powdered milk, pinto beans,
flour, etc., to be sent to

in

^

Local Church Aids

The congregation of Peace
Lutheran Church gathered 1,300

walk replacementprogram

the downtown area during 1974
totaled$18,320 involving 109 in-

West Ottawa Public Schools ! di-nidual1 pro^rtiesamount
has developed a Transportation Wl11 be ]*vied as Sf**131assessHandbook for all students who [aen^s- Payment not made by
ride its buses. The handbooks Nov. 15 will be spread on the
will be distributed district - wide fall tax rolls.

injuries in a

Education.

A

transfer of $170 was approved
for a used typewriter for the

West Ottawa Education Association and the West

$168.90.

raised locally.

to keep their doors

‘retiring for the

Iwked wta

night.

|

public

Educatkn/a't
meeting.”

on

ratification

''nex^publfc
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Experiences In

Right to Life

Japan Related

Committee

ByVrieslandGirl

Has Election

Dawn Heyboer returned to
her home on a dairy farm in

The Right to Life Committee

met Thursday evening at the
home of Mrs. Howard Kolk.
Mrs. Kolk opened with scripture
and prayer. A letter of resignalion from the presidencyby
Mrs. Garvin Mulder was read.

Vriesland recently after spen-|
ding the summer in the small;
traditional Japanese city of | pf

,

Tsurushi with the aide of

!

a

Youth for Understanding
scholarship.She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Junior

!

i

a

|

Heyboer, and

I

Holland ChristianHigh School.

Election of officers was held.
consisted of Mrs.
Kolk, Mrs. Robert Boes. Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Boyce. Mrs.
James Dreyer, Cherie Timmer,
Mrs. Louis Garvelink, Jennie;
Stielstraand Mrs. Mel Vander

The group

student

at

|

The city, surrounded b y
mountains, is located about 12

I

miles

1

from Ml.

Fuki.

The

streets are wide enough for only

one small car, but few people
have cars, accordingto Miss
Heyboer. They travel almost
everywhere on foot or long
distance by train. Most of the
hard work is done by women
and it is common to see these

Zwaag. They elected Mrs.
Kolk, president; Cherie Tim-I
mer, secretary,and Mrs.
Dreyer, treasurer.Secretary
and treasurer reports were
given.

,

|

|

,

women

carrying their loads on
their heads and also working
in the rice paddies. The homes
were so close together that Miss
Heyboer could easily touch the
neighbor’s home by putting her
arm out the window.

Committees were appointed.
Mrs. Roelofs and Mrs. Boes will

co-edit the Right

1974

3,

to Life

newsletter. Persons desiring to
be on the mailing list should
phone either one of them. Mr.

and Mrs. Boyce will be in
charge of labelingand mailing.
Cherie Timmer will be the
finance chairman.Mrs. Dreyer

FOUR GENERATIONS—

will be in charge of distributing!

a recent

This picture was taken during
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Soltis and their
daughter, Jennifer Marie, of Albertville,Minn. Jennifer
visit here by

being held by her great-grandmother,
Mrs. Cornelius
Vries, with her mother, Mrs. Soltis, at left and her
grandmother,Mrs. William Bradfield, standing.
is

De

Mrs. Kolk will investigatethe
stand taken by candidates in
regards to the pro-lifemovement before the November elections. These will be published

mini buses that they helped purchase for the school.
Front row (left to right) Dan Vander Ark, Rog Mulder,

Miss Heyboer’s family conof parents and three
sisters. The home had no chairs
and at mealtime they sat on
their feet by low tables and
ate with chopsticks. The food
consisted of rice three times
sisted

the national Right to Life
newsletter and will also be the
membership chairman.

BOARD MEMBERS-Board members of Holland Christian's
athleticboosters CHAMPS are recently shown with two

Accidents

a day, seaweed and onion soups,

Len Kraker, Clare Pott, John Lappenga and Roger Kole.
Back row: Frank Wierda, Rich Scheerhorn, Jim langeland,
John Heyboer and Gerrit Van Langevelde.Absent from
the photo were Ed Zylstra and Jeff Walters.
(Sentinelphoto)

J^L

NOSE

by Leo Martonosi

Herena Jenet Dubbink, 42, of
5705 136th Ave., suffered minor
injuries when the car in which
Hats Off to
cost around $3,000 while the
Nnrinfl LflltP
she was driving, operatedby
CHAMPS
is one of the most 1 dugouts was volunteeredand
jPriny
her husband. Leon Jerome Dubactive and productiveof all donated,
in the newsletter.Mrs. Vandr KJnmPfl
bink, 45, and another car colathletic organizations in Rol- Laverne Zoerhof and Rich
Zwaag is continuing her work
i lided Thursday at 9:45 p.m. at
land and according to Holland Scheerhorn spearheaded the
as chairman of the Telephone
T
; 16th St. and US-31. She was
'Christian AthleticDirector whole baseball field developTree and Mrs. Dreyer will con/t+
treated in Holland Hospital and Clare Pott, without it, the ment while Pott also thanked
tinue (o be in charge o[ bracelet Robert G Twa o( Spring uke
! released. Police said the DubMaroons wouldn'tbe able to those who volunteeredtheir
i bink car was southbound on US.has been named chairman of
operate at the level they have help which makes CHAMPS
131 while the other car, driven
hostess served the 1974 ottagan DistrictFall
been for the past few years. one of the most envied groups
by Vickie Ann Peterson, 19, of
refreshments.The next meeting Camporee to be held Oct. 4
“I just cannot put into words around
91 West 15th St., was north- jthe appreciation that we have The president of the organwill be held at the home of through 6. The theme for the
bound attempting a left turn.
Her family also took her to
for CHAMPS as a boosters or- ization is Len Kraker while
Mrs. Dreyer on Oct. 23 at g CamPoree is based on the
many
festivals.
ganization,”stated Pott. “With- vice president is Gary Van
American Bicentennialwith “Be
p.m
Charles Robert Sligh IV, 24,
Being the first foreigner to
out their help, we just wouldn't Langevelde.Ed Zylstra is
Safe
Be Fit, the 1974-75
of 2299 Auburn, escaped injuries
come
to
their
city
and
school,
be able to run our programs,secretary. The board consists
theme.
when the car he was operating We would surely have to turn of 13 people with 11 from QuiMiss Heyboer looked very
! As camporee chairman,Twa
ran off the road while at- to some other sources.” side and one coach and the
foreign to these people. They
! leads more
than 3,410 boys in
tempting a left turn from east| would touch her blond hair and
Most area schools have an athletic director,
the district which includesunits
bound 12th St. onto Columbia athleticbudget that triples
childrenwould point to her blue
Members are elected for a
1 in Spring Lake, Grand Haven,
Ave. Thursdayat 2:57 a.m. and
eyes.
doubles that of Christian and three-year term but like most
Miss Kathleen Ann Harper
Allendale, West Ottawa,
i struck a fire hydrant.
Delta Pi
She spent three weeks of her
the Maroons have to run their of the Christian coaches, arc
i Holland. Zeeland, Hamilton.
stay commuting by train Mr. and Mrs. Orvil
programs strictly on their very dedicated and hang on
Members of Xi Delta Pi Saugatuck, Fennville, Allegan
p 15747 Greenly St., announce the A car operated by Shirley basketball
longer than that.
Chapter of Beta Sigma phi and Pullman areas.
^ I engagement of their daughter, dean R°wc, 38. of 170 Coolidge,
Miss Jane Dvkstra
“We
took
in around $20,000 in CHAMPS do on the average
Sorority met twice this month Twa *s a meteorologistat the
! Kathleen Ann. to Thomas R.
southbound on College Ave. basketball and try to operate of 10 projects a year and Kole
in the homes of Mrs. James I
S. Weather station at the
j.
i Brower, son of Roger Brower of Thursday at 2
p.m., struck a
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rela,i,ves'f™nds and neighbors 1,700 students and she was ask-|
$3,400.27 for miscellaneous Our hats off to you gentleare planning to attend the MSUand learned much about their ed to teach English the firsU
equipment. In 1969 some $7,379 men.
over.
was raised with the big expense
five classes a day for six days
Arthur Ave., was treated for a video camera which is used
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The

raw

fish, raw octopus,raw
eggs, eel, fruits and vegetables.
At night the girls climbed a
i ladder to the second floor where
they laid out tatami mats and
sand bag pillows.
Miss Heyboer spent six days
with Japanese friends sightseeing in Tokyo and also went
vacationingin the cities of
Nara, Nikko, Kamakura and the
ancient capital of Kyoto. She
had the rare experience of climbing Mt. Fuji in a snowstorm.
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Mrs. Stafford Keegin is her
southern Sweden.
chapter’s Valentine queen and
s in the car
wil te honored at the annual !injured Treate(jin Douglas J Marriage Licenses
v^enline riance in February. community Hospital and re- Are Issued in County
The chapter is invited to at- lease(1 were Gerald Tha^et
1

26.
;

Tau

is hostess chapter and Dies in

and

Hazel Donichy
North Carolina

»

,

Vander Ploeg, 19, Jenison;
Herman D. Medema Jr., 21,

...

Holland, and Shirlee Meekhof,
21,
Byron Center; Lee K. De
.....

reservationsfor members
,
their guests are to be made \Nord has been received here Witt. 19.

and Kathy

Lynn

bv Oct 7 Before the dance Xi of ,he death of Mrs- Neil‘ Mc Henry. 18, West Olive; Terry
Delta Pi members will be
71. Greenville, N.C.. which Lee Nagelkirk, 21, Holland, and

the

guests ol Eta
at the

of
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Snow of Baltimore,Md.,
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the big item a wrestling mat. 'hl’ .
5-sldc Treopl° s
Cars driven by Sandra Faye
CHAMPS really went lo work Bank building. The new officers
‘ being announced.
Blauw, 31, 241 West 33rd St. in 1972, as they purehasedare,
Mrs. William (Elizabeth)
‘,cn . Bll'>’kCT- Pr<''1
and James Jay Vande Wege, 18,
bleachers lor one side ol their dcn ;
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,0'l0wing a
of
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The caeBor>c '»r I11',"’™'1’
She was a member of Central A
Central Ave., turned right onto
i After their booming year of !vas Ad|f Sdll,s Wl"mJ8
Avenue ChristianReformed
Tenth St. and collided with the 1972. CHAMPS spent *929 last honors in the category wertM
The Women’s Mission Society ! eiauw vehicle
wasleav" year but so for this year have Xcul'lnl! •"d Jack Van Dei
Surviving in addition to her of Fourteenth Strf
^t
loc 1
obtained two van mini buses. Meulen Acceptances were given
husband are a son, Robert J. Reformed Church held its first busjness
one
12-passengerand lhe S
Reunm!!' M
of Holland;a daughter, Mrs. meeting of the season
15-passengcr for all Jer**r8’ R|?n B|c>'kar.
Ned (BarbaraJean) Meurer of evening in the Fellowship
Two cars co||jded at lhe inter. other
athletic
Van Iwaardcn Rynbrandt, Ken
Battle Creek; seven of the church.
section of Lincoln Ave. and 32nd
"The
paid the i!*1™*- C.. T,nlcma1' ,D;
major share ol the buses wi'.h , U M;:prn ,, . "aur0 and Ja>
the school picking up the res'. ^ an Rer k l'u en
said
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went to Jake Meuier and Jack
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which goes around the whole Dt, Vusse, D.-Yntema, Rvn-
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children. Holland.

Mesdames Jav Datema HaUev dale' There are four
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Robert Hunt, Carl Jaeger,
Keegin, Me Reynolds.Robert1
Pitt, Rawlings, Van Haver and

R r a n

d‘ Elizabeth

Anne

Baskett,

19,

;
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helped
;

pm

prjday
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Hunt,

secretary, and Mrs. M c
Reynolds,treasurer. The
group’s representativest o
Holland City Council of Beta
Sigma Phi are Mrs. Hatley and
Mrs. Van Haver.
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Andrew
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Three New Births

Holland and Zeeland

Newcomers and Alumni

Births in Holland Hospital on
Thursday, Sept. 26 included a
daughter, Heather Rae, born to

Join for Hayride, Buffet

OFFICIAL

WELCOME

—

Foreign students

attending Hope College, local high schools

and Western

Theological Seminary were

welcomed to the community by
Mayor Liuis Hallacy at the Fifth Annual
InternationalNight Thursday at the Seminary. A photo of Windmill De Zwaan was
officially

presented to each student attending.
Shown above (left to right) are Abdul AlMawlawi of Qatar; Mayor Hallacy, Kennith
Dibi of Rhodesia, Yosuko Hayashi of Japan
and Dr J. J. DeValois, general chairman
for the event sponsored by the YMCA in
cooperation with Hope College
(Sentinelphoto)

THE BIG

__

I

people

DUTCHMAN SALUTES

JOHN MARQUIS

WASHINGTON - Thomas P.
The community stands at attention for your four

De Cair, 28, a 1972 graduate of
Hope College who served as an
aide to Nixon Press Secretary

years of serving and leadership in

The Newcomers Club a n d Ron Ziegler, has been appointed
Alumni held (heir first event of assistantpress secretary to
the season at Leisure Acres on Ron Nesson. current White
Saturday evening with 176 House press secretary for

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Van

Dr., Holland on Thursday, Sept.
26 in Zeeland Hospital.

|

1

1

are Mrs. Hatley,vice president;
Pitt, recording secretary;
Mrs.
corresponding

A daughter, Brenda Kay, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Vanden Berg. 10773 Paw Paw

.1

courts-

his father run the 4:07

projector.

c

two brandt,
Yntema, 'll
baseball dugouts. plus *760 Tubergen, H. Erickson,
Vehicles driven by Don Rich- worth of paml for the tennis Holtgecrts, L. Van Huis and
ard Herzig, 40, of 1841 West
Rich Por.
32nd St., and Kathleen A Piers
According to Roger Kole. Lunch was served by Mr. and
27, 867 Knoll Dr., Zeeland, col- treasurer,who released all Mrs. Al Keuning and Mr. and
ijdcd while they headed north these figures to us, the fence Mrs. Dave Tubergen.
on Waverly, south of M-21 at

baseba diamond and

During the business meeting,; At 3:10 p.m. Friday at the
Miss Kathryn Fredricks was intersection of 32nd St. and
elected vice president; Mrs. Graafschap Rd„ two vehicles
Melvin Achterhof, secretary, collided. One car was driven by
and Miss Bertha Vander Sluis, Gerrit Zonnebelt,80, of 536 Cenassistant treasurer. The retiring tral who was heading south on
officers are Mrs. Alan Fuder, Graafschap. failed to yield and
vice president: Mrs. Dick Van struck a vehicledriven by PhylWingeren,secretary, and Mrs. lis Joyce Glass, 39. of 645 LiigHarry Koop, assistant treasurer, ers Rd.
During the social hour M r
Jacob Bierema, Mrs. Clarence Ho Cnir Aecicfnnf
De Graaf and Mrs.
Assistant
Knoll served refreshments. • ress Secretary

Mrs.

St.

.

baritone, accompanied on the
piano by his brother.'Pom, who
also accompanied (he group
singing. Another brother J 0 n

Members and their husbands
attended a golf outing at
ClearbrookCountry Club Sunday with pizza following.
Other officers of the group
in addition to Mrs. Rawlings

Wyck, 1959 Forest Dr.; a son.
John David, born to Mr. and
Mrs. John Blue, 53 East 22nd

.

(Bernice)Burst of Rockville,done there. ,
Mike dipping gave
Md.
several selections on his

Voetberg.

In

.
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Fllerhrock
'Detroit,and a daughter. Mrs. Mari Jo Wyngarden, 21. Jeni- (Margaret)Kronemeyer o f Navajos. He showed pictures st
MAmhp ' aiipnHino vwm-p thp Uah Elmer of Forl Lauder- 500 ; Glenn Jay Walters, 22, and Holland and Mrs. Edward and (0|d of ,he work they had'
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by Mrs. Keegin. Mrs. Asa Me la"d ln tt,e 19“s *
ln Wchard Loron Compton. 24,
Reynolds and Mrs. Hatley on jrta‘ B “"J* w<iencr home Allegan, and Linda Darlene
‘What Is Life’’” and “The End al 280 tast ,blh
Turpin. 23, Holland; Leon Dale
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Church-

Chapter purred Seik 10. sis weeks Debra Sue Tu I nst r
18,
and Mrs a‘lcr she bad had a ‘stroke Zeeland; Robert Nave Tetters,
Mrs. McLeod w as the former; 20. and Jayne Ruth Wolbert, 19,

Mr
Coleman

home

Richard

a

Gamma

OpBOS 560500

1970

W. Dykstra

18,

Leisure Acres on Oct. 12 from 'r
8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Xi Beta Former

LJUD

'

saugatuck^ ^ ^ Hudsonville,
R-“ImLlt.Kav Succumbs at
* _ _______ Hudson ville and Sandra Kay

sponsored6bv Ihe^Holland "city
Council of Beta Sigma Phi at,

City

fnmprri

1

a week. She also taught English Miss Judith Lynn Wehrmeyer m,in!)r |njuriesin Holland Hos- in basketball and also in lhe N-aiilCIU
to the president of the
Pllaj and released,followingan
Council throughout the summer. The engagement of Judith accident at 12:12 a m. today on
A cloud nine (vacuum for
I Lynn Wehrmeyer, daughter of River Ave., 150 feet north of
track! was purchased in
.. , ,,
Mrs. Fenna * Wehrmeyer of First St. Oonk was attempting as was a pitching machine for JP® J1.olland,.ulorLamcra
Holland, and Timothv C. Snow, to negotiate a curve and lost a amount of *5,143. Some S'* If1*1 lts flrsl “I"'!
Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis control of the vehicle.
1*3,969 was raised in 1971 with ** '? 1 “aaon
Tuesday "

commanding

the Holland NationalGuard. As an attorney,
you and many other professional men join together in serving the needs of our community

attending. President Ford.

and

A hayride and a buffet dinner De Cair came to Holland in
and later square dancing with the spring of 1965 as an intern
Claude Ke(chum as caller was of Kalamazoo College working
enjoyed by
at The Sentinel, lie later be
Mrs. Don Auch was chairman came sports editor, serving from
of the
June to December of 1966.

all.

the country.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS.

INC.

GtNtRAL OMICES HOUAND, MICHIGAN49433

event.
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Wedding Vows Solemnized

3,

1974

^

18

Building

Permits
Eighteen applicationsfor
buildingpermits totaling $80,670
were filed this week with City
Building Inspector Jack Langfeldt in City Hall.

They follow:
Standard Oil Co., 151 East
Eighth St., addition(pending
Council approval*, $6,200;self,
contractor.

Standard Oil Co., 337 River
Ave., addition (pending Council
approval),$7,800; self, contractor.

Mike Vander Ploeg, 951 East
32nd St., accessory building,
$400; self, contractor.
Bob Vork, 401 Central Ave.,

paneling and drop

j

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hop, 8315

Barry St., Zeeland, announce;
jfhe engagement of their

ceilings,

|

$500; self, contractor.
Leo Inderbitzen, 349 West 22nd ' daughter, Linda Sue, to Robert
St., aluminum siding, $1,300; A- Berghorst, son of Mr. and
Alcor,
Mrs. LaVerne Berghorst, 1782
j

contractor.

Gregorio Moralez, 387 West 8l8^ Ave-. Zeeland.

Mrs. Robert Nave Fetters

aluminum siding, Miss Hop is employed by
will present the
$1,100;Alcor, contractor.
Don’s Flowers and her fiance
Marinus Rozeboom, 739 West is self - employed in Lin-Allen
26th St., aluminum siding. Cabinets and Wood Specialties.
$1,300; Alcor, contractor.
A spring wedding is being
John Sexton, 958 South Shore planned.
$1,930
Dr., remove front porch, minor
alterations, $150; self, contrac17th St.,

( Sale photo)

Miss Jayne Ruth Wolbert.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Kevin Anders Krol

Mrs. Marvin G. Van Der Kooi

(

pianist

and accompanied the

The bride designed her gown
of white peasant style cotton
with long fitted sleeves, empire
waist, high neckline,ruffledV
front and back and a long full
train with large ruffle, all
outlinedwith light blue ribbon
insertion lace. Her large ruffled
brim hat. designed and made
by the bride’smother, featured
a bridal illusion waist - length
veil with light blue streamers.

Attending the bride was Mrs.
Chris Shinsky as matron of
honor. Barb Klomparens,
Andrea Price and Julie Gogolin
as bridesmaids and Laurie
Genzink and Sandra Fetters as
junior bridesmaids.

Three of the attendants wore

navy and white check
seersucker gowns and three
wore red and white check
seersuckergowns with straw
hats trimmed in navy and red.
They carried straw baskets of
red and blue assorted flowers.

Hardenberg as

Idaho, the couple will reside at
5092 140th Ave.. Hamilton.
The bride is employed by
Hope College and the groom by
Holland Hitch.

The

tor.

Iglesia Hispana Church, 167

^

20tbSt;> a!uminum siding,
length veil fell from a camelot $2,500; Harland Meiste, contractor.

Ed Vos, 250 River Ave., sign;

roses and blue-tipped carnations Holland Sign Co., contractor.
Kandu Industries,276 West
bridesmaid- Jerry Overweg as with baby’s breath.
pearls held her wrist-length
man' Uarry Bekius, Cal
13th St., remodeling,$53,000;
Mrs. Kathy Wittingan was
She carried a cascade of white Veneberg and Dale Boers as
Tridonn Construction, contracmatron of honor with Mrs. tor.
orchids and stephanotis.groomsmen, Tom De Jonge as i r
Chosen as maid of honor was Junior groomsman, and Ted ^athy. MJeuJ*n and MrsBernard Van Langevelde, 268 1 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bares
Mariann Bartels with Miss Jodi Wyngarden and Melvin Vander i J .Jc
nd®n Bosch as West 28th St., kitchen improve-of Grand Haven and Mr. and
VaSrWest MrT
! Kooi as
ushers. The bride’s ^desSaidJ They wore gowns ments, $550; self, contractor.
Mrs. David White, 127 West
light blue polyester crepe
and Miss Joy Krol a s Personal attendants were Kim
112,11 1)1116 Dolvest6r rrpnp
AFO Industries, 615 East 40th 23rd St., announce the engagehaving ruffled pointed collars on
bridesmaids. They wore purple Wyngarden and Mrs.
St., install underground tank, ment of their children,Janice
V-necklines.The fitted midriffs
floral print gowns of lawn over ^ m^er.
$2,500; Boeve Oil Co., contrac- and Roger.
had back self ties flowing over
tor.
The bride was attired in a
Miss Bares is a senior in intaffeta featuringempire waists
A-line skirts.They carried
with tie belts and short puffed gown of white satin peau trim- nneimave
.
i Reliable Sales, 254 River | strumental music education at
sleeves trimmed with white med with Victorianlace featur- Upped ' carnationsIvith” ba^’s Ave” Permanent awning. 5300; ’ Hope College and her fiance,
cuffs and collars.Their white ing long Victorian sleeves, a hrPS
? H. Langejans, contractor. a 1974 graduate of Hope College,
breath and navy ribbon
presently teaches stringsin the
picture hats were trimmed in high neckline, wide laced waiststreamers. Lisa Vanden Bosch
Hastings Public Schools.
purple and they carried white band and cathedral- length rufwas flower girl and was dressed ; III if
(ZimIc
A summer. 1975 wedding is
baskets of various shades of fled train. A matching headsimilarto the bridesmaids.
vll vJ 1 1 Id
piece held her elbow - length
being planned.
purple flowers.
Debra Tuinstra was the bride’s |
k 4
Attending the groom as best veil. She carried an arm bouman was Jack Vander Hill. The quet of white roses and orange personal
Best man was Dick Geerlings
'
Golfers
guests were seated by Bob baby’s breath.

veil,

M
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Mrs.

attendants

wore

bright
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First Meeting
The first meeting of

|

5..e™Mn_and„ Ross

I

Heuvel served punch and Dian- Peter Paasman in the gift
ne Wolferf and Shari Wolfert room. Guest book attendantwas

Robbie Meeuwsen.
opened the gif(s.
Following a honeymoon in
The bride is employed by J.
Acapulco, Mexico, the couple T. Batts and the groom is
will live at 112th St., West e m p 1 o y e d
Miles

by

Laboratories.

The rehearsaldinner was The groom's parents hosted
hosted by the groom’s mother a rehearsaldinner at Warm
at Stengelsin Hudsonville.
Friend Motor Inn.

122. Steketee Brothers Addition,

leader at the Sept. 24 meeting

of the Mission Guild of the
North Street Christian Reformed Church.

The Young People’s Society of
the North Street Christian Reformed Church has undertaken
70.
a project of remodeling the RecGrant Kopetski, area mana- reational Center with paneling
ger for S & H, said that the lec- and carpet samples. Paul De
tureship program was designed Vries is their leader.
to bring prominent and thought-

Family night will resume at
the First Reformed Church on
help strengthencollege and com- ; Wednesday,Oct. 2.
munity ties by opening the lecRonald Beery
ful speakers to

campusus and

lures to the P°b

The

to

j

i

r

.

speaking and showing slides for
fjrsj meeting of the fall of

j

series will delve into rele-

Men’s Brotherhood
formed Church.

Maroons Rip

at First Re-

Mrs. Hattie Pikaart celebrated her 86th birthday on Sept.

West
....Ottawa
,
.

!

25.

Beat Christian

° c„o inWnr™ _ j

1

„

^

Dr

ic-

i •v
r
M
Laun,\Na;
the Maroons of

Minister of the Christian Reformed Church, conducted the
first morning worshi rvice at the
year Coach Carol Braaksma m i F j r s
chrisfian Re(ormed
scoringwith 21 and 10 points and church
in rebounds with respective
and 24 totals.The Panthers fail- f Age-acquainted meeting for

K.
j
her l«l
!

f

ed to put any cagers in double

Ben McKnight of Holland was
medalist at 76 while pacing
Christianwas Jack Goeman

stops, 6-4, 24-9 and

with a 77. Kurt Scheerhorn had
a 79, Scott Vander Linde 84 and

game,

!

.

20

...

...

a11

F«

quarter

of £lary
TheYoung People of the First
West Ottawa won the reserve Christian Reformed Church plan

Christian led at the

37-17.

a

26-19, as they led at
alCamP R°ger on
the half.
SePl- 28 and 29Theresa Stevenson poured in Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Van
|
(Miller. Barkel. Den Herder. Hei- and Knooihuizen 82 and Dave 14 markers for the Panthers No6rd W6r6 married last week,
mink) Time varsity record of 2:03.4
while scoring six points apiece Mrs Van Noord is the former
200 freestyle— Kooyers (H). Van Grissen 83 for the Dutch.
Krimpen <H). Van Diven (GH)
Mark Wierenga led the Eagles for the Maroons were Tammy Jacqueline Newenhouse.
Time sophomore mark of 2:19.3.
Westveld and Vicki Diepnhorst.^be Zeeland Christian School
200 l.M. - Den Herder (H), Van with an 82.
Holland Christian Board has announcedthat ZeeRaalte (GH). Vande Water Time
varsity and senior mark of 2:25.0.
Masselink1-0-2; Johnson.8-5-21; lan(j’s share 0f the debt on the
50 freestyle
Helmink (H). Two Men Suffer Injuries
I Holland Christian High School
Borchers (GH), Barkel (H) Time
27.9.
In Truck-Bus Accident
i-9: Bosch. 1-0-2; van Hill. 2-0-4; has been paid in full.
Diving — Lightfoot (H). Bezile A pickup truck and bus acci- Vanden Bosch. ^-O-^Totals 26-6.56 The Mr and Mrs C,ub of the
(H), Sprague (GH) Points varsity
and junior mark of 188.15by Light- dent at the unmarked intersecAssink, i-i-3;Coppersmith.1-2-4; Haven Christian Reformed
foot and senior mark of 172.2 by tion of 104th Ave. and Van Bur- George. l-O-2: Kramer. l-3-5: House- Church will be having a fall
Be?.ile.
worth. 1-3-5; Mert, 0-1-1;Jones. 0.,
.b p,
100 butterfly— Miller (H). Van- en St., in Olive township sent 3-3; vande Oever. i-i-3. Totals 6- retreat at the Teen Age Chalde Water (H). Wallish (GHi sopho- two men to Zeeland Community 14-26.
lenge grounds Saturday, Nov. 2.
more record of 1:13.6.
The Rev. T. Vanden Heuvel of
100 freestyle — Kooyers <H). Hospital with injuries Friday
Bouchers (GH). Van Krimpen (H) afternoon.
Central Avenue Christian ReHeights
Time
Larry Harbson, 32 of 6026 96th
formed Church, Holland will
100 backstroke— Den Herder
speak.
(H). Miller (H). Christenson (GH) Ave., Zeeland was eastbound
varsity and senior mark of 1:05.4 on Van Buren in his truck when
Second Reformed Church
by Den Herder and sophomore
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS
plans an adult retreat today and
mark of 1:09.7 by Miller.Miller also he collided at the intersection
qualifiedfor state.
with a school bus southbound Muskegon Heights gave Hoi- Sunday, afthe' Ma'ranaiha Con500 freestyle — Helmink (H),
land’s reserve football team its ference Grounds. The Rev. AnWallish (GH), Ming (H) sophomore on 104th Ave , driven by Justin
mark of 6:27.1.
Elhart, 44. of 240 Central Ave. second defeat in three games, drew Atweer, associateon the
100 breaststroke — Barkel (H) Zeeland. Both men were thrown 24-0 here
0n the staff of the Marriage and
Van Raalte (GH). Doherty (H)
Coach Mike Bos was pleased Family Center in Grand Rapvarsity and sophomore marks of from their vehicles. Harbison
1:17.5 and qualifiesBarkel for suffered cuts and bruises and I wth the passing of Vern Smith ids will be leading the group
state.
400 freestylerelay — Grand Hav- Elhart, internal and chest in- j and end play of Steve Van Ton- with the theme “Living in Caren Time 4:20.9.
ing Relationships.”
i

mch

S,;hiPIf.S. 85 fo,r
roons. Jim Schipper fired a 79.

14-0.

VanCN,et«Mn.

,

1:02.5.

.

T

Blanks

1

Holland Reserves

Thursday.

juries. geren,

her 90th birthday on Nov. 22.

Ottawa County Red Cross blood
A social hour followed with
clinic in Hudsonville from 1 to
class members relating items
7 p.m. The clinic will be at the
of interest regarding their aclocal Christianschool and dontivitiesduring the summer.
ors are invited to make ap-

pointments.
Jeffrey R. Haag and his bride schoolers may come in for a
the former Cynthia R. Hall of 35-40 minute period of fun on
Jenison will reside in Wheaton, citizens will have a coffee time
III. upon returning from Ocean at the library on Wednesday
City, N.J. Mrs. Haag is the from 10:30 to 12.
Married at Hudsonville Prodaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hall of 1525 Fairview, testant Reformed church was
Jenison. The couple’s marriage j Miss Pamela Van Overloop and
vows were soleminzedat Cal- 1 Douglas A. Klooster. Parents
vary Undenominational church, j are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van
and a huffet luncheon was serv- 1 Overloop and Mr. and Mrs.
ed at Knollcrest Commons. Allen Klooster.
Trinity ChristianReformed Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Teachout
Addition to Waukazoo, Twp. church of Jenison announcesa 48th Ave. Hudsonville announce
fall institute beginning Sept. 26 th engagement of their daugh-j
Park.
Everett Vanden Brink and and running for three consecu- ; ter, Christina G., to Thomas
others to Kenneth E. Sebens live Thursdays from 7:30 to ojR. Ketcham, son of Dr. and
and wife, Pt. SE'4 SW‘/4 15-5-16, p.m. Several topics are avail- Mrs. Don R Ketcham, medical
able and pre-registration is pre- missionaries to Bangladesh.
Twp. Park.
presently living in Wyoming A
Adrian L. Vredeveld and

ferred.

-

SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN
The first pilot campaign
conducted by the Greater Holland United Way in an industrial plant surpassed its goal at Parke, Davis & Co.,
it was announced at the GHUW kick-off dinner Thursday.
The campaign goal in the plant was $8,100 and Thursday
May 24 wedding is planned.) it was reported gifts and pledges totaled $8,390 from the
employes or an increase of more than 12 per cent over
Both are attending Grand Ra
|

City Holland.
A story hour will be offered:
Charles H. Cousineau Jr. and others to Rodney Frens and
wife to L. Thomas Blackburn, wife, pt. NViNfiVi NEViNE^Iat the Hudsonville Library for)
the month of October Pre- ipids Bible College
Lot 32. Waukazoo Highlands 24-5-15. City

Zeeland.

Lectureship Grant this year.
There were 369 entres. Since the
program began in 1960, more
than 460 grants have been made,
with total awards exceeding
$825,000. Hope also received a
S &H lectuureshipgrant in 1969-

Dutch

—

Transfers

Richard E. Cook and wife to
Calvin J. Mannes and wife Lot

Win

llr™
ord^r of fi„I.h:
21x1 medley relay - Holland

Real Estate

2, City Holland.

in

.

Ottawa County

to Richard E. Cook and wife
Ut 49, Euna Vista Addition, No.

Marks

....

rases, yellow mums, white A reception was held in the
baby’s breath, natural wheat ^burch parlor. Mr. and Mrs.
George Lubben were master
and bleached fern.
The newlywedsgreeted guests and mistress of ceremonies.
at a receptionwhere Pam Teresa Calkins, Tim Permoda. Pool.
“Everyone swam their best
Driesengaand Brian Van Der Shirley Calkins, and J i m
Kooi attended the guest book. Graham attended the punch 110165 the season,” said Coach
Mr. and Mrs. Rog Kleinjansand bowl. Mr. and Mrs. David 1 Barb Bos. “We have now qualigirls for the state meet in
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Vanden Bradley assisted Mr. and Mrs. fied
.
4

Hudsonville

conducted the closing

.

s’ swimming ! Holland Christian’sgolf team
team set five varsity, three ! split a double dual at West Otsenior, one junior and three tawa Country Club Thursdayby
sophomore records in beating beating Grand Rapids Christian,
Grand Haven, 59-24 Thursday 325-342 and losing to Holland.
night in the Holland Community 320-325.

Cub

Addition,City Holland.
ceremonies.
Earl W. Scholl and wife to
Frank Westerhoff and wife Pt.
Lot 10, Block 16, Southwest Ad- SubdivisionNo. 2, Twp. Park.
Kenneth R. Formsma and
dition, City Holland.
Robert S. West and wife to wife to Roberto M. Martinez
David S. Carlson and wife Pt. and wife Pt. Lots 10 and 11,
Lots 12, 15, 16 and 19, Rutgers Block 2, Southwest Addition, CiAddition,to Central Park, City ty Holland.
Kenneth C. Davis and wife
Holland.
Andrejs Karlsons and wife to to Steven P. Bushouse and wife
Richard Reyes and wife Lot 49, Pt. NWV4 SW'4 32-5-15,City
John A. Brieve Subdivision,Holland.
Minnie Van Huis and others
Twp. Holland.
Edwin L. Harrington and to Scott L. Kiekintveld Lot 8,
others to Thomas M. Page and Plat Wabeke’s Addition, city
wife Lot 51, Bel-Air Subdivision,Holland.
HenriettaPrins to Kenneth
Twp. Holland.
William T. Boersma and wife Peck and wife Lot 386, First

.. ,

Holland’s g

Olive.

Zeeland

. | ,
The annual Women’s Fall Coni u° ?n<? ctir,stian5 8,rls bas- ference will be held on Oct. 9 at
kelball team opened its sea- the SoUth Blendon Reformed
son in full stride Thursday night church
as they rolled past West Ottawa, . Dr Joe, Nedcrhea(j Radio

attendant. jGlMCHlV

!

Pack 3052 Holds

rn

r*

___________
The

Foundation

Ui

rehearsal dinner was
Scout Pack 3052 was held Monhosted by the groom’s parents
day in the Beechwood School
Philathea Class
at Holland Country Club.
gym. Cubmaster Don Chandler
Showers were given by Sue welcomed all new cubs and
Fairhaven Reformed Church
Holds Potluck
Sligh and Diane Barkel; Barb
their parents. The Webelos was the setting for the wedding
Klomparens and Julie Gogolin; performed the opening of Miss Gloria Jean Bylsma
The Philathea Class of First
Mrs. Gilbert Heidema and Mrs.
and Carl Richard Rademaker United Methodist Church
ceremony.
Randall Marlink; and Mrs. HoffAwards were given to Mark Jr. Their parents are Mr. and gatheredTuesday evening for
man and Mrs. Harvey Genzink. Scriven and Mark Timmer, Mrs. Ralph Bylsma of Jenison
a potluck supper at the home
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Radeforester and naturalist.
of Millie Damson with Elna
maker of Muskegon.
Boys signing up as new cubs
Stocker as co-hostess.
The contest winner for the
were Jimmy Anderson,Mark
The vice president, Elna
new slogan for the city of HudStocker, conducted the business
Hamstra. Mark Molitor, Jim
sonville was Francis (Chic)
meeting which followed. She
Vogan, Roy Williams, Lorenzo
Volkema. His winning entry is
welcomed three former
Spoors, Brian McCallum, Mark
Salad Bowl City”. The slogan
members who were guests at
Beekman, Steven Foster, Tim
will soon appear on signs along
the meeting. Phyllis Reed of
Karsten, Scott Margetson. Dan
the new 1-96 and on M-21. He
Bradenton, Fla., Jean Holcombe
Melvin N. Havcman and wife Wright, Tom Scriven, Bryon
also proposes for Hudsonville of Muncie, Ind., and Dorothy
to Earl W. Schol and wife Pt. Melton, Bryan Albin, Jeffery
an annual Salad Bowl Festival.
Lot 19, All Lot 20. Block 3, Brown, Tony Villaneuva, Peter Volkema received a $25 savings Yntema of Jenison.
Inspirationaldevotions were
Howard’s Second Addition, Twp. Vander Molen, Greg Gibson,
bond from the Chamber of Comgiven by Millie Damson on the
Andrew McAlear and Karl merce
Holland.
theme ‘ ‘ R e f 1 e ct ions for
Imperial DevelopmentCo. to Bader.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Herrema,
William H. Blacquiere and wife
The new leaders are Mrs. residents of Sunset Manor in Worship.” It was announced
that in October Robert Whiting,
Lot 111, Imperial Estates Sub- John Bader, Mrs. Masters,
Jenison celebrated their 60th
division No. 4, Twp. Holland.
Dave Headley, Gord De Vries, wedding anniversary on Sept. the well-known naturalistfrom
Jackson, would present the proGeorge D. Kalman and others Mrs. Gerald Scriven, Mrs. Don
24. Their family hosted a dingram.
to Allen L. Naber and wife Pt. Beekman and Mrs. Nick
ner at Sunnybrook Country Club.
A card shower was suggested
SE'/4 SEVi 32-5-14, Twp. Fowler.
They have si grandchildren for Marne Ewald, former class
Zeeland.
The next pack meeting will and 22 great-grandchildren.
teacher,who will be celebrating
Paul Overbeek and wife to be held Oct. 28. The Webelos
On Monday there will be an
City of Holland, Lot 48. Rutgers

siding,

$2,300; V and S Siding, contrac-

headpiecetrimmed with lace.
She carried a cascade of red

manipulatehis gene

pool.

S&H

Williak Klingenberg, 275 East

32nd St., aluminum

long, fitted sleeves. An elbow-

,

ability to

Foundation, charitable arm
Catechism was to begin this
of The Sperry and Hutchinson
Company, a diversified corpora- week at the North Street Christion best known for its S & H tian ReformedChurch. The Rev.
Arthur Besteman, pastor, will
Green Stamps.
Hope is one of 32 colleges and be leading all classes.
Miss Jennie Stielstra was the
universitiesto win an S & H

;

Dan Fetters was the groom's
man and Tom Victor, Doug
Wolbert and Tim Harrington Vander Vusse. Lane Ver Schure
were groomsmen. Seating the and Harold Krol Jr.
guests were Tom Arthur and
Mr. and Mrs. Don Scarlett
Paul Fetters.
were master and mistress of
Country western square dan- ceremoniesat the reception in
cing highlighted the reception the church Fellowship Hall.
at Leisure Acres Pavilion.Mr. Serving punch were Sue Scarlett
and Mrs. Harvev Genzink and and Bruce Simmonson and arMr. and Mrs. Robert Exo at- ranging the gifts were Mr. and
tended the punch bowl and Mrs. Ken Billingsand Marcia
Bruce Vander Kolk and Peter Fahrner.
The newlywedswill make
Fettersattended the guest book.
Master and mistress o f their home at 248 South Church
ceremonies were Mr. and Mrs. St., Zeeland, after a northern
Jack Gogolin. The bride’s wedding trip.
The bride is employed by
personal attendant was Sue
Holland Motor Express and the
Sligh.
groom by Maes Inc.
Following a camping trip to
best

BPOE No. 1315, 210 Central
Ave., panel walls, $300; Chuck
Halbeisen, contractor.
Lee Brookhouse,1255 East
16th St., addition to garage,
$300; self, contractor.
•Terry Prins. 943 College Ave.,
accessory building, $170; self,
contractor.

|

and

vant data concerning man’s

The first lecture will be presented Nov. 14 by Dr. Harvey
Bender, professorof Biology at
Hope College has received a University of Notre Dame.
$1,930 grant to sponsor a series
of lectures on “Man and the
New Genetics" during the 197475 school year by the

S&H

tor.

i

;

lecture on Nov. 14.

Grant From

Van Der Kooi on Friday. day in Community Reformed
Performing the evening Church before the Rev. Irven

sleeves with pearl appliques at sister of the bride, Mrs. Debbie
each shoulder, a peter pan colan(J Mrs. marie
lar and a chapel-length train Grassmid,sister of the groom,
trimmed in matching lace. A as bridesmaids,Miss Suzie
white camelot headpiece trimjunior

first

Hope Receives

Wedding vows of Miss Debra
of Jenison provided the setting
for the marriage of Mari-Jo Sue Tuinstra and Terry Lee
Wyngarden and Marvin Glenn Nagelkirk were solemnized Fri-

ceremony was the Rev. James Jungling.Organist for the evenDe Witt with Mrs. Marlene De ing rites was Mrs. Anne Vanden
Vree as organist and Warren Bosch and soloist was Jay
Vanden Bosch.
Plaggemarsas soloist.
Dyke, soloist.
The bride is the daughter of
Parents of the couple are Mr.
Parents of the couple are Mr. Mr. and
Mrs. Donaldi and Mrs. Richard Tuinstra.470
and Mrs. Jay F. Bartels, 622 Wyngarden and Mrs. Marie Huizenga St., Zeeland, and Mr.
West 30th St., and Mr. and Mrs. groom is the son of Mrs. James and Mrs. Martin Nagelkirk,333
Seymour Krol, 333 West 28th J. Van Der Kwm of West Olive East Lakewood Blvd.
St.
and the late Mr. Van Der Kooi.
The bride wore her mother’s
The bride was attired in a Chosen as attendants were wedding gown of ivory satin.
white polyester knit gown hav-jMrs. Barb Hardenberg,sister Tiny covered buttons extended
ing an empire waist trimmed of the bride, as matron of
down the fitted bodice with lace
in tear drop lace, long fitted honor, Mrs. Sheryl De Jonge, trimming the neckline and the

She carried a large colonial med in tear drop lace
bouquet of assorted white and
light blue flowers.

Van Den Berge photo)

Rosewood Reformed Church

Harold Wolbert, 346 Country
United in marriageFriday in
Club Rd., became the bride of Prospect Park Christian
Robert Nave Fetters, son of Mr. Reformed Church were Nancy
and Mrs. David R. Fetters, 1210 Anona Bartels and Kevin
Floral, on Friday.
Anders Krol. Officiating at the
The Rev. Robert Dietz evening ceremony was the Rev.
performed the evening William Vander Haak with
ceremony in Calvary Reformed music provided by Rick Van
Church. Bonny Severson was Oss, organist,and Delwyn Van
soloist, Cindy Gorden.

Mrs. Terry Lee Nagelkirk

(Lakewood photo)

—

ACCEPTS GRANT
Hope College provost Dr. David
Marker (left) accepts the S & H lectureshipgrant from
Frank Kopetski, area manager. Hope will sponsor a series
of lectureson "Man and the New Genetics.” Dr. Harvey
Bender, professor of biology at Universityof Notre Dame

!

last year Working on the campaign were (kneeling left
to right) Marvin

Wayne Vander

Maatman, Leo

Kelly, Arlon Jongekrijg,

Yacht, Bernie Waterway, Robert Nursmen,

Jim Casemier and Pete Von Kampcn. Standing (left to
right) are Lois Bosman, EstelleBoltc, Chris Bouman, Jim
Osyald, Nicola Compagner,Richard Giles, Pat Hilton,
Ronald Van Ecnenoam and Julia Caauwe
(Sentinel photo)

,
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Sunday School

Gideons Hear

Engaged

Lesson

About Bible

Sunday, Oct. 6

Samuel 7:8-l()a.21-29
By C. P. Dame
A famous preacher who used
II

;

*p u u

1

1

s h e

Thursday
o'E'1

Distribution
The regular monthly meeting

to preach often on the

Camp of Gideons
Internationalwas held at Jack’s
Restaurant, with a fellowship
dinner beginning at 6:30 p.m.
The president,Gerald Blauwkamp, opened with prayer.
After the song service, the
business meeting began.
Devotions were led by the
chaplain, Lewey Michmerhuizen.

of the Holland

characters of the Bible called
David “the greatest sinner and
the greatest saint in the Old

d every Testament.” This lesson tells
by The about one of the bright spots

MPr.

his life- On this World-Wide
Eighth street. Holland, communion Sunday we will give
Michigan, 4942a.
thought to the need of responsiSecond class postage paid
ble leaders and leadership in
Holland. Michigan.

j

church and state.

W. A. Butler
Editor and Publisher
Telephone

News Items

392-2314

Advertising
Subscriptions

Reports were given by the
Frank De Young;
scripture secretary,Richard

I. A good idea is valuable.
After a long struggleDavid was

treasurer,

we"

Johnson; church

* establishedon the throne

___

__ _

_ 392’2:l11t0

become more united and

INDUSTRIAL KICK-OFF

con-

j^e0'

Th, pUb„,n.r Ihall ni, b, liable Is
^^[“"jelusalera
for any error or errors in printing
any advertising unless a proof of which was becoming the hub
such advertising shall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned of the nation. As David sat in
by him in time for correctionswith his house of cedar he felt that

pi'ainljMhereorr
such case «
I

exceed such a portion of

was n0‘

the

entire cost of such advertisement
as the space occupied by the error

-- —

-

The

Shown are (from left) Roy Sullivan, operamanager of Kandu who conducted
a tour for industrial campaign workers;
Jack Feininger, industrial chairman; Jim
Oswald and Jim Jellison, campaign assis-

industrial

division of the Greater Holland United

Way

tions

!

he should
palace and the ark

opened

presence, be
shared his idea

campaign officiallyMonday
Kandu Industries,one
agenciessupportedby the GHUF.
its

with a luncheon at

of the

The

"•igl'l 'Hal

live in a
which symbolized
olized God’s

if any error so noted is not corrected. publishers liability shall not

divisionalgoal is $174,425 while the

total

GHUF

'/•,/
E/f

/ J)

I

'

Mr. and Mrs. Victor TenHaken of Birnamwood,Wis.,
announce the engagement of

(Sentinelphoto)

T)

and Mrs. Leonard Meshkin

'AADAAChapter

(Kleinhekjelphoto)

of

Bledsoe-DubbinkHart
T!ie G!deon gufsls,Th0
will be transferring to t h e

Miss TenHaken. 19 West 17th
St., is a 1973 graduate of Hope
A aemonsirauon
demonstration of
the rou-a
roll-a Q0]|ege an(j js presentiy ema
oi me

^

Camp were Mr. and Mrs.
David
Witt and Mr. and Mrs.
j
Lester Slagh, transferringfrom
the Battle Creek Camp and the
Kalamazoo Camp respectively.
Peter Botma, coordinatorfor
broker with United arm marriage Friday in a candleVnnnvillp liphl rpremonv in Hamilton the Gideons of Greater Grand

single

$4.00; three months,$2.50;
r
When a Christianhas an idea
copy, 10c US A. and possessions
subscriptions payable in advance regarding God and His work it

^pt
by

noi
s guou to snare ii wim a iciiow |uncuMn a. p0jnt Wes» Tuesday the 4t)s had neonle nivine blond w,1‘ ,nsiau m .S1X area lw”,in6 sociate
Subscriberswill confer a favor believerOr worker. David wnuiion at roini west luesaaj tne
naa people giving Diooa. centers was glven at the
reporting promptly any irregu
negu- deserves praise for the idea f^rnoon with a backward look women knittingsocks and deal- 19 meeting 0f the chapter
Estate in
lartty in delivery. Write or
|M""e
which
indicated
that
he
thought
^rou8h
Ihe
years,
a
longtime
ing
with
ration
couP°ns.
while
Barbara
Albin,
patient
service
392-2311.

m

Mr. and Mrs. James Kameraad
from Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
Neal Oerbeek from Kalamazoo,
| and Peter Botma from Grand

Mrs. Lee Bledsoe

Fennville.

Holds Meeting

Se Refreshing Viewpoint
^

renewed

Guests at the meeting were
;

their daughter, Vicki Ruth, to
John L. Meshkin, son of Mr.

'I

Looks back Provides
-

Miss Vicki TenHaken

tants.

goal this year is $268,576.

Se,ar.'uc,b2ji^rc",ccupied God's prophet.Other natal
had their gods and
terms of subscriptionsurely Israel’s God should have
One year, $7.00; six months, a temple.

if

assignment
secretary,Chester Weener; and
memorial Bible secretary,Jake
Bruker. In the absence of the
secretary, Andrew Helder, the
seertary’s report was read by
the president.

of Israel. The nation still needed

I

VOWS

WGCiClinQ

a

q

local

.

F

Fennville.

Hamilton Rapids, spoke briefly on the
distributionof Bibles to the
school children.Last year over
2.3 million Testaments
FEDERAL DOGFIGHT LAW
distributedto the children in
Publicity about the bloody of God. Lets all think more n'rrator with Mrs j Norman saw the debut of Elizabeth
are for the use DirTnS
1
the United States.
"sport of dogfighting n , al“ut God and
al ,he jano Thirty Taylor and BUly Oroham at
Xsicai v handicaDMd
Dr. Melvin Frieswyk, vice
various parts of the country
, Nf an to-st .
raeHmbers we/e Un?e when the most popular
president, reported that Bots, Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Dubbink,
brought a welcome legislativeaSre«l with David but Gtxi had
tooks were
' 5 "eU
as muscular dystrophy patients, Weekend births in Holland r0U(e 2 Hamilton and the wana, in Southern Africa,
response. Rep. Tom Foley of ?_ „„etru? an ?nd .m,^d(AUkl?0'yn ’’Lit Looks Back” dated back and "The Robe.
tlq .qlq etaoi schrdl mfwl wwy
wn.; Tbn io-n
. afnd chaP,fur
aU and Zeeland Hospitalsincluded groom the son of Mrs. Elbert
Washington has introduceda f0 Nathan who told David. In
wjien

by

.....

His

has

rw

bif making ifa

fetof^ime

dogs

, .

,

transport
ot“j; because of his warfare, and that
animals across state lines
, „
use in such fights. We believe ^ w Ev Solomon, his son, built
Congress should act favorably ' as ^od P'orn'sed., II Samuel
on this proposal without delay, 7 reSjrds (,ods dealings
There is a lot of anti >lth ?aJld and how He had
dogfighting law on the books 'tod him - taking him from
already; every state prohibits J^e sheepfold, making him a
such displays. Evasion of the eadcr .fnd. 8,ving him victory
law is on the increase,however, ov.er ad ,1ls ene,^,es a,1(l P1'0'
and generallyspeaking en mis,n8 to ma^. his name great
forcement has been lax. The a,y.((nJ ,ie natl0lJs aad 8,ve a
tougher stricture of federal law pitied place to Israel, his na-

.

;

‘

,

,

m

"''the “time^w h e

-

and wager

,

,,

campus protests, with

M

the

on

heavily

,

,

one.Kiekintveldand Mrs. Ed

a

30.”
sunglasses, carrying

e"’

a

The Gideon

nS
ta«

J

i

lar-P

d

Dorn
zm'Tn ce
hour andon,Ave.
w ,u c

a

daisies,^^ ^

b^quet of pink
oink oomoons. ourole statice ple^0dr

colonial

c

^

annual

meeting^wir^0

at

anO^sTreath11^^4 stal'Ce
may call either of the twoj Zeeland Hospitalbirths in- \jrs Daniel Dubbink matron the Holland ChristianHigh
School at 6.30 p.m.
women for scheduling.A 1 elude
elude a daughter. Jennifer of honoi. was aHired in a
Pf- on
°" Nov.
Nov* 7

light

;

creDe

The

7.

^

current decade brought material for the pigs has been UMgh, Ixirn Saturday. Sept. 28. njnk
irimmcd in „• e ,spe?ker .ydl
Emerson
the casual look, some revival donated to the
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Stewart, white lace with gingham ribbon ,
j , wlP Prcsent an ilof femininity, the era of ecology There are now 24 patients in 3082 136th Ave., Hamilton; a intertwined. She also wore
. ralcd |eclarc °n the Gideon
and an inspired closingclimax, Ottawa County receiving daughter, KimberlyMarie. Ixirn matching pink hood and cape 1 mm,str>' ,n South America.

chapter.

,

has an active Gideon Camp.
countries now

L. Bledsoe,5298 East 147th Ave.,
and the late Mr. Bledsoe,

L>S

•

1 a^d daM?s
L
big m charge. Women with an
sign! or two to spare for this work Phillips, 381 Third

model in sloppy jeans,

“Don't Trust Anybody Over

regardingDavids house
and the son who would build
a house of God and of the
ki dom lhat
Ba reference b u

.

boys.

T
:
’,

i

slipping quickly out of a state’s mise

'

now

Civic ;

tl0J)- . 4

,

two

were

Born in Holland Hosoital on
number 101.
Sept. 28. were
The bride chose a w h i t e
makeup, “I Like Ike” buttons session to make final plans for daughter Sar-i” In to Mr' -md oreanza'skimmer eown with alt Thie next .V)e?ing of the
and the sack dress in 1958. The the benefit auction, Thursday, Mrs^ C irl Heetderks 3011 7‘>iul yoke accenting the^lxidice The i°S! camp 'V,,1be 0cl- 28 at
1960s, forever to be linked with Oct. 10 at f, p.m. in the
high
Ji30 P;ra at Jack s Restaurant,
the JFK assassination, con- 'Center with Gerril V a n
da“lgl!!er' tZre<l
anH tarcd PC H1™6 of the meetil’8ml1
jrasted hemlines of all kinds, Kampen, auctioneer. Chapter
"t/
heml,^ were detailed wHh peau £J?r Aai‘h(, *nd|1lj«
the mini, midi and maxi, as members will make over 1.000
' .
Hp anop lam wUh maiphino
for the evening will be
well as the ever - popular pig-in-the-blankets
on Oet. 7 for Rd, r born ^Upda>
29, a e(jeinp thc fioor-lenethdouble Ij10 s[.ate..FailhFund chairman,
pantsuit. The decade also in- sale at the auction,starting at J?11’ ^e8°r\[!ruce;0.0
??r'fa ^ bridal illusion veil secured to
Sprlk -f001 Grand R3?*^
troduced the generation gap snd about 6 p.m. with Mrs. Don ^rS- Ga^ A^11, 2gb Defie
t(p she carr|e(J The president also announced

is plainly required to prevent
.
, 1L
owners of fighting dogs from . ke special note of the pro-

a,u
r . ,
Those who own and fight dogs
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ceremony in

Reformed Church performedby
the Rev. John Nieuwsma.
Providing music were Miss
Sharlene Kraal, soloist; Miss
Rita Nyeboer, organist, and
Chuck Schaap, trumpeter.
The bride is the daughterof
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a young matron in a body stock- assistancefrom the local Sunday, Sept. 29," to Mr. and ensemble trimmed in matching l a —
ing with tulips in her teeth, chapter, which includes any Mrs. Richard Haaksma. 7072 lace and carried a single large ^th Anniversary Is
streaking through the crowded equipmentneeds, repairs, clinic Wilson. Byron Center; a son, white
" Observed With Dinner
room to the tune of “Tiptoe visits and diagnostic service, Ronald Joseph Jr., horn Sunday. The bridesmaids, Miss Jean Mr and Mrs Bernartl HpI
Through the Tulips.” Com-: the most inclusive patient Sept. 29 to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Kaniff,Mrs. Jack Schrotenboer, mus ' 160 Glendale Ave
Mrs. Lincoln H. Senneft
mentmg that even streaking is service of any health agency Cribley, 14989 104th Ave., Miss, Cindi
coun er to suemty s fee
P
, n1 Bledsoe and **’
Miss brated their 35th wedding anninow passe, Mrs. Sennett said in the
Coopersville.
Crystal
Bledsoe wore similar versary Saturdayevening wph
about humane treatment o |Nathan.smessage David’s members answered roll call it probably was a new member
dark purple ensembles. Miss a dinner at the Patchwork Quilt
animals. It should be eliminated prayer revea|s him at his
with a helpful hint or timely who had told her husband she
Donna Nixon as flower girl was in Middlebury, Ind., witt their
from the American ce n e. Leaders, when successful, yield quotation.
didn't have a thing to wear!
dressed in
children,Mr. and Mrs Barton

outcome of these snarling bat- christ.s eterna|
les
seem to regard Rccail (hal christ was
themselves as sportmg fellows. Dav|d.
It is a best a sick sport, cater- „umUit u coramendabIe
,ng to low instinets and running
|jke| JDavjd disa
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Weekend Conference
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And the members exited

Set

pink.

At

1

Mr

The gowns were fashioned by Helmtls of Holland
and
each
attendant
and
the
mother
Mrs.
Kenneth
Vanden
Bosch
of
Th
and grandmother of the bride Zeeland and
and Mrs
would be a major step toward him J* bjs
and to 56 miles in nine minutes in 1908 Mrs. John Vander Woude
designed and fashioned all the Timothy Helmus of Grand
ttiat
Israel, the nation God had was geared to a model in a
The fall Study Conference of economics affects personal and
and caPe ensembles. Rapids.
Feted on 75th Birthday
chosen for His own in a special bloomer girl bathing suit, at a
the West Michigan Chapter ot domestic
The grooms attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Helmus were
time when shoes cost SI. 50. douThe children of Mrs.
the -------Association
the- , Dr. James Skillen will lecture ',a
Fords
---- John
---------- for
.....
.man; married by the late Rev BenThe growth of power and ble sheets 58 cents. 100 pounds Vander Woude Sr., 8 East Cen- Advancement of Christian on the subject “Is Represen- Hanjel Dubbink, Gary Welscott, jamjn Hoffman, a former pashumility do not always go of sugar $5.80, beef and veal tral Ave. Zeeland entertained Scho,arshiPwil1 be held <his National GovernmentOn The Kevin Hildcnbrand and C h u c k tor of Second Reformed Church
Donations
together. When power grows IP cents a pound and bacon 12Mt ..
, . . weekend,Oct.
Way Out?” in a session on bcbaap; gr<wmsmen.and Donald 0f Zeeland, on Oct. 5, 1939.
their mother on her 7oth birth- Families and collegestudents Saturday at 9:30 a.m. The clos- Dubbink and Ben Van Slooten, The couple has five grandchilThe Ottawa County Unit, and humility increases in the cents a pound
American Cancer Society at 221 heart of a leader, a sense of lhe era of Alice Roosevelt day anniversary with a dinner from the midwest area will ing lecture of the series will US”5S, , ,
dren, Janey and Brian Helmus
West Lakewood Blvd., has been responsibility
will manifest Longworth in the early 1900s Monday evening at Bosch’s meet at the ChristianReformed be given on Sunday
The receptionwas he d in the .......
Kevin aHU
and .w,,1
Kerri Vanden
Bosch
,,
(now a feisty 90-plus years) was
designated to receive itself,
Restaurant in Zeeland. chp Conference Grounds near Grand at 1:30 on the subject, E. J1 Par?r whcre Mr. and and Kristin Helmus.
illustrated with fashions of fine
. Haven for this annual event. "Towards an Understanding of Mrs. Randall Hof meyer presided —
contributions in the name of
laces, elegant dressy garments, received several gifts to mark Registration for the conference International
as master and mistress of M
0,A N-|I'Nr ,nSrH,Lp
Mrs. Gerald Ford, who is
Pock 3003
and all-purposeoutfits befittingthe
opens at 7 p.m.. Friday. Oct. Dr. Skillen is assistant pro- ^monies. Attending the guest tion required by the act
making an excellent recovery
a school teacher. By 1914, the Attending were her children U. preceding the first lecture. lessor of political science and
were Miss Connie Bledsoe ok oct. zj. i9«2; section 4J6«*.
from a mastectomy performed
Holds
hobble skirt demanding small
and
Gerald1 The theme of the conference philosophy at Messiah College. and . Dou1&la:; .Dubbink and , Date'of
last Saturday.
of Publication — The
mincing steps was in vogue, and Rlauwkamp Mr and Mrs John is “Planting for a New Public Grantham, Pa. He is also direc- ynin8 me 8lfts were Mrs. - Title
President and Mrs. F^ord made
HollandClty Newt.
Lincoln School Cub Pack 3003 by
Gloria Swanson
K" 1917
,Q,7 r:,nri'>
<Ia,ancAn and
anH Vander Woude Jr. and Mrs. P°licy-” Pour lectures on this lor of the Analysis - Research Kevin Hildcnbrand, Miss Mary
3 Frequency of Issue— Thursday,.
hrS'T
X.^Bosh.an'
will examine the Team of the National Associa- Zwaan and Miss Karen
4 locationof Known Office of
De mane wnen giiis
on s b ,4 in (he schoo| )ular movje star5 a| w?.r e Ronald Wilson. Children unable Uieme
Sept. 24 in the school popular movie stars at a time to attend were Ronald Wilson character and make-up of North tion for Christian Political Ac- ^alder:. , unch was served by
Publication
The Holland
flowers and candy, etc., poured
Evening Sentinel. Holland.
Robert Martinez cub when the Sunday afternoon who was ill and Mr and Mrs American economic and tion. He holds a B D. degree *V1;; ana.Mrs- Jack Winner.
Michigan.
in after the operation.Ford gym
Andrew Vander Woude who P°blical institutions in the from Westminster Theological following a southernhoney- 5 Locationof the Headquarters
or General Business Offices
Van Ommen,
^pu.a?
perspectiveof Biblical prin- Seminary in Philadelphia
tbe couple will reside in
reside in Barrington,R.I.
ot the Publishers— The Holland
ciples of Justice and Christian the Ph.D. degree in })oliticalHolland where the bride is a
rn.mtv Af’s rrimade in 1440 De” 1 Presented the colors and forms of entertainment.
Evening Sentinel. Holland.
Grandchildrenwho attended
Michigan.
science from Duke University, secretary at Slickcraft Boat
msma more than si
of AllegianctMs and flami"B with their families were Mr.
6. Publisher — W. A. Butler.
Hrh.(i
'
New
cubs and their parents youth brought the flapper dress
Mrs.
Bonnie
Greene
will'
Skillen will also speak on Division and the groom is a
Holland,Michigan
drive.
were
and golf knickers as the and Mrs. Ronald Blauwkamp present two lectures on the a topic of Christian social con- iat(‘ specialist at Rooks TransEditor— W. A. Butler. Holland.
All contributionsreceived by
and Renee, Mr. and Mrs. Ken- topic, “Consumerism: A cern at a public meeting to be fcr ‘'int‘s;
Michigan.
the local unit will be acknow- Softballawards were present- Charleston flourishedas a
Managing Editor— W. A Butler.
neth Blauwkamp, Greg and Gatheringof the People.” One held in Holland. This meeting , .
T
a.m
tun
uaii.wa
a.m
to
Ronnie
Sandoval,
Cruz
dance
and
tbe
Golden
Age
of
Holland.
Michigan
ledged and full names and
Marc. Lyn Blauwkamp, Craig is scheduled for Friday at 8 will lx: held at the Central HOllQnd
7
The owner Is SentinelPrinting
addresses should be sent with Uuebara. Louie Guebara,
^_!r8®d:
Company (a corporation!,Holland.
The depression years of the Vander Woude and Johnny, Mr. p.m. and the other lecture for Avenue ChristianReformed n
.
gifts, according to Mrs. Eleanor Householder, Richard HouseMichigan, whose entire outstanding
common capital stock is owned by:
Brunseli executivesecretarv holder- Bobby Turner, Joey 30s brought dresses of uneven and Mrs. Loren Sail and Joseph Saturday at 1:45 p.m. Mrs. Church on Thursday,Oct. 3 at rrinCipOl 1$
Randall French. W. A. and
Greene has written numerous 8 p.m. The local committee of
Dorothy Butler. WUford Arthur
articles on consumerism in|Ute N,alio„aI ..teocjatioa (or
Butler Jr. Holland. Michigan. John
Donald French.Birmingham. Michwere awarded to Danny Maat- a gallon. By 1939, the worst Woude, Jeff Wilson and Judy
to make such contributions.
Chrislian »’olilical Actl<>n is . Holland Exchange Club held igan; Margaret F. Hawes. Battle
man, Joey Gerrie and Richard was over and the country Wilson. Mrs. Craig Vander and^The5 Guide.-5
Creek, Michigan, Marguerite F.
celebrated with a big New Woude was unable to attend due
Miller, Venice. Florida.
Householder.
Sp0nS0rinE„!!,is raee<,ng w,,ich at
7™”
on0' Monday1
8 The known bondholders, mortYork
World’s
F'air which in- to the illness of her son. Craig, text of national and world is open to all.
The Wolf badge and gold
Charles Lindstrom, Holland gagees, and other security holders

tfrstate

transoortation8 of readily to Pride- David showed The script mixed history with
humility and praised God for fashions and householdtrivia, laughing.
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Chief of Police, and presidentof
the club, presided. Jack Lowe
gave the inv.ication.
Guests for the day were Matt
! Urban, Holland Recreation Director, who is transferring his

'J™

Id

membership from Port Huron
Exchange Club, Richard Jellier,
Regional President of Exchange
for this area, and Dwayne Teu'sink, Director of Athletics for

and oh- ^e;hods ot Cub Scmiting and
The PurP09e of Cub Scouting.’

Nervation
last

Thursday for

Mrs

tests

Hazel Hulst continues to

^boys

were lhen divided in<0

be a patient at Zeeland Com- (e
munity
Those graduating into Webelos
Mrs. James Bosch is confin- weJe C- Cuebara R. Sandoval
ed to her home after having a and K- Doeden. Fhe new boys
cast applied to her leg on Sept. were registered and lunch was

Hospital

'

Holland Public Schools.

Gardner Wieringa was in
charge of the program for the
day and introduced Fred
Rertsch, principalof Holland
High School, who spoke on the
subject of “A High School

served.

7.

The Rev. and Mrs. Tunis Mier-

sina are the grandparentsof Venhuizens Entertain
David Mark, born Sept. 24. to Annette's Employes
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bjork of
Minnesota.
Annette’semployes were
A daughter, Michelle Leigh, entertained at the home of Bill
was born to Mr and Mrs. Jan and Cleo VenhuizenWednesday
Nienhuis Sept. 24 at Holland evening. The group played
volleyballand table tennis and
Mr. and Mrs. James Bosch after a social hour, a steak
are the grandparents of Dawn dinner was served.
Renae. born Sept. 25. to Mr. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Donald Bosch at Zee- g, Boone. Mr. and Mrs. R.
land Community Hospital. Van Heuvelen, Mr and Mrs.
Monday night a group of 30 D. Van Rhee, Mr. and Mrs.
I^ople of the local church as- K Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. D.
sisted at World Vision in Grand Westrate, Mr. and Mrs I).

Principal’s

Each

which included present

|

and Mrs. B.

The Family Night Program Unable to attend were Mr
local

church Wednesday,at

at

J

and Mrs A Villagren,Mr and
7:31) Mrs. Graves, J Jaramillo and
Mils Karen Van langevejde.

sales
2. Mall Subscriptions 722 592
U. Total paid circulation 722 592
the many positive charactens-d Free distributioniindudmg x.implicv i hy mull,
tio« of today's students, the posicarrier or other means
live results of the present open E Total distribution
! curriculum
Holland High
(Sum of C and D .... 722 592
! School, changes in
American 1 Office use. leftover,
unaccounted,spoiled
education (particularlythe ef
alter
17
forts to educate every child and G Total (Sum of K and F
should equal net press
the 14th Amendment due prorun shown in
7:19 7;io
cess implications),and the fact
fact
i
certify that the Statement*.
>.tde by me above ara correct «ud
that the principalis very often I”!!
complete.
in the middle of "It all.”
Butler. BtiWUher
i

tion of the Rev. Edward Veld- i Venhuizen Jr..
Jaramillo,
huizen at the Forest Grove Re- Mrs.
Manthy and Mrs. (i.
tormed Church Tuesday night. Dissette
lor the season will begin at

pres-

sures on school administrators,

Brunsell, Mr and Mrs. T
Jack Jongekrijgand Henry Nyland. Mr and Mrs, R.
Grit were delegates from the Glennon, Mr and Mrs. J

O

owning or holding I per cent or
more of total amount of bonds,
morlgages or other securities:
None
9 Paragraphs7 and 8 include in
cases where the stockholderor
security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for whom such trusteeis
acting, also the statements in the
two paragraphsshow the affiant's
full knowledge and belief as to
the circumstancesand conditions
under which stockholdersand
security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities
m a capacity other than that of a
bona fide owner. Names and
addressesof individuals who are
stockholders of a corporation which
itself is a stockholder or holder of
bonds, mortgagesor other securiUes
of the publishing corporation have
been included in paragraphs7 and
8 j,w.jen ,hc interests of such
individualsarc equivalent to 1 per
cent or more of the total amount
of the stock or securitiesof the

ground on his experience in the
U. S. Navy when he served on
destroyers and later as an publismg corporation.
Average No. Single
j aviator. An
interesting highI'opies
Issue
light was his presence at Pearl
Issue During Nearest
Preceding to Filing
Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941.
12 Months Dale
Bertsch entertainedthe group
with a number of humorous A. Total No. Copies
printed (net press rum 739 730
| stories relating to school events.
Paid Circulation
1 -Sales throughdealers
These were interspersedamong
and carriers, street
the main points of his speech
vendorsand counter

Haven.

Mr

School Daze.’

Bertsch first gave some back-

Hospital.

local church for the mstalla- Vander Brock,
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Wed- and ]d arrow were award|d
returned home ,0 r Doeden

''Mr^ Eflie Uevense entered Tw0.
Zeeland Community
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^
Vc
UUeStbpeaker

led to Holland Hospitallast

nesday,
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mi,HlQn
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Norlh Holland
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stewardship.
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Howard Dalman was
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— Lake Michigan,whipped by chilling20
knot winds out of fhe norfhwest, churns over the north
breakwater Monday at Holland Harbor and gave promise to
stormy tall weather in this study by- Sentinel photographer
David Cole. Gale warnings were in eflcct on the lake
ANGRY LAKE

Monday with seas

running five to nine feet. The pleasantly
warm summer days were being replaced with grey skies and
white-capped waves as the mood of Lake Michigan changes
with the seasons
(Sentinel photo by David Cole)
t
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priming
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W A

that her home nearby had box
13, and there were only 12 more
houses on that route (No. 10) in

OJUUSLL

Recent Brides

that direction.

Bartlett's
Field

Ada’s historic red brick home,
dating back to 1857, was
pictured in the Sentinel Sept.
25. She is a fourth generation
of the G. J. Boone family and
Holland Chamber of Commerce has lived in the 18 room home
which launched a fund drive for all but 11 of her 70 years.
some months ago for a building West Ottawa parents are
of its own building is now urged to read the transportation
considering a counter offer of handbooks the district is
the Warm Friend Motor Inn to distributing.In fact, it’s good
sell the Chamber the present table talk to have all members
space in the hotel plus t h e of the family know just how
the system works.
adjacent Dutch Grill.
Chamber leaders have been If you didn’t get a handbook,
concerned with mounting costs ask for one. Principal’soffices
of the planned $100,000 building have additional copies for all

ohnsJL

on the northwestcorner of
Seventh and Central, and of
late some Chamber members

Is

Dutch defeated

interested.

committee

\v^non

k.,b |

by

(

VFW

Auxiliary
of Westminster.
nO
CkAAGPtinn
Mr. and Mrs. Ge«rfic!Holds Meeting

George y

lace panels.

The

bride also

wore

a veil of Belgian lace and pearls

and carried an antique bouquet
of white miniaturecarnations

u^taV call,fn MrJ‘ ; T*10 r<?gular meeting of the and sweetheart roses.
Ralph Tclgenhof of Seal Beach, Auxiliary to VFW Post 2144
Miss Marilyn Gunther as her
Calif., Mrs. Alvin Doris) he,d Thursday evening. Shirley sister's maid of honor wore a
Charter of Costa Mesa, Mr. and gybesma, president,conducted denim blue and white lace gown
Mrs. Robert (Donna Charter)
meeting, opening with the and a red cloche and carried
Timmerman of Costa Mesa. Mr. presentation of colors and the a red, white and blue bouquet.
and Mrs. George (Adler) Piers National
Attending the groom were his
of Santa Maria, Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth Browe, safety brother, David Pettijohn as best
Henry (Bowerman) Siegers of chairman, reported the Lite-a- man and usher and Robert
Dte.keute£i°f

was

(

^

Anthem.

Santee, Mr.

and Mrs.

Ben Bike will be held Saturday, Gunther, brother of the bride,
(GoldieTrevan) Tanis of Spring Sept. 28. from 11 a.m. to 2 an usher.
Valley.
p.m. at Civic Center. All The receptionwas held on the
Mrs. Ann Wingard
Fuller, of
„ „
children are invited to bring in lawn on Lake Macatawa at the
?n’ f j.fie°rJe.
F mlerton. ^eir bikes to be taped and have
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Mrs. Ardith (Gebben ) arndale a chance to win a new bike,
Petroelje, 554 Bay Ave.
of Brea, Calif Mr. and Mrs. | a district dance will be held
Dick Fern I Volkcrs of Twin at the coopersville Post 5598
Mrs. Bessie De Pree and 1 at saiur(jaytsept 28, beginning at Hamilton
De Pree Bol of Arcadia, Mr. ,7 p m wj(h a 5Uffet supper,
and Mrs. Joe Meute and LiHjan Kilinskireported that Club Listens
daughter Maureen of El Monte, cookies are nee(jecl for the se.
|L a
and the Bill Hops of La Habra. COnd Mondays of November and * 0 lOIK /V\USIC
The Hops left later that eve December.
Mrs. Rachel Lamer of
^ £lorit,a .
. 1 An audit meeting is set for Hamilton was the hostess for
already is Qct.
, Tlie Holland crowd
,
____ 7 at the Post Home at the September meeting of the
looking forward to the seventy 7 p m a planning meeting was Hamilton Music Hour Club
annual picnic slated Sept.
held Monday evening for all members and their guests.
A salad potluck supper was
chairmen.
.
The next meeting will be held served buffet style from tables
DetectiveDenny Ende and his at the Post Home on Oct. 10.
decorated in motifs of the
wife were vacationing in
year.
upper peninsula and stopped in
•, 1 at ±
Mrs. Betty White, the club
a restaurantin
nOSpitttl I\Ot€S president, and Mrs. Ruth Custer
The place mat was full of
were in charge of the program
Admitted to Holland Hospital
games on words, brain teasers
n u . r»
on Modern American Folk
Music.” Musical excerpts from
anfautherorer'tean£da™nnamaed
East Fifth St
songs of Tammy Hall days to
TimeVasser°on ^ng D^e j »-ry X Bu^ ,« Paw Paw
the more modern Sounds of
a gentle letter exerciseof words Pr ' J7ul,f Ann Van Klompen- Silence entertained the guests.
s, rtipg wKh each letter o, >1*
The business meeting included
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BamlnV,

Muskegon

Heights by a football score of
3-0 Friday evening at Riverview
Park.
Second year Coach Latrice
Sain left himself open for the
second quarter guessers late in
the third stanza, as the Tigers
were faced with a fourth down
and six on their own nine-yard
line but instead of punting,
Heights tried for a first down
and was stopped just inches
short by the aggressive Dutch
defense.
With Holland given a great
opportunity to score the touchdown, a Dutch receiverdropped
the pigskin on the three-yard
line. Sustitute quarterback

Todd DeYoung did hit Juan
Ramirez for an eight-yard gain
that put the ball on the Tigers
eight.

Alma

Msch*i

Difference

By Leo Martonosi
Victory is we sweet, even if
it comes in a dull way. Just
ask coach Ray Backus of Holland who notched his first head
football coaching win as the

The Holland High School class
have been pumping for a Dutch of 1925 is already preparing for
its 50th reunion next summer
design at even greater cost.
The hotel offer, which would and has set the date for the
provide more space on the first grand celebrationJuly 21, 1975.
Serving on the planning
floor than the proposed plans,
are Clarence
would be more in keeping with
the $84,500 in cash and pledges. Klaasen, Adrian Trimpe, Frieda
Members are being polled and Boone Buys and Hilda Hansen
so far 97 per cent of those Curtis. Correspondenceshould
replying have approved the be sent to Mrs. W. F. Curtis,
17203 Lake Ave., West Olive,
change.
Mich, 49460.
Mrs. Robert R. Pettijohn
Mrs. James Robert Janssen
At present, the committeeis
AssistantCity Manager Terry
(Essenbergphoto)
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Hofmeyer was taken aback seeking the whereabouts of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Richard Janssen left for a honeymoon
Laura Abbott, Madeline Cote,
while serving in the line at the
Lester Meyer, Marion Mouw, Pettijohn, seniors at
in Hawaii followingtheir marannual ox roast at Windmill
Marion Jones and Marian West- College, are residing at 525
riage Sept. 20 in Ottawa Center
Island Sept. 14 to have a senior
hoek.
West Superior, Alma, following
citizen slip him 50 cents.
Chapel, Eastmanville. Upon
their marriageSept. 7.
their return they will reside in
“My wife isn’t 65 yet,” the
Note to bicyclists: Please The Central Park Summer Zeeland.
man explained.
don’t go wrong way on one- Chapel was the settingfor the
Senior citizen tickets had been
The bride is the former Karen
way streets, especially at the afternoon ceremony performed
available for $1.50 instead of
Sue Vander Wagen, daughter of
height of the 5 p.m. traffic. by the Rev. Richard Rhem of
the regular $2 adult charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Vander
That’s enough to activate an Christ Community Reformed 1
...
old ulcer.
Church, Spring Lake. Music was
: "Cf001*"*'
Th®
n*n.,iA^
Hop
provided by John T i m t e , igroom »s the son of Mr. and
Mrs. M. Jay Janssen, 3537 96th
Habra, Calif., that the Holland
A few chuckles ....
organist,and the Singing Boys
Ave., Zeeland.
reunion Sept. 8 was a big
Usually the absent member of Holland Christian Schools,
The couple exchanged their
success. The weather was of the bridge club is the one directed by Miss A1 berth a
vows
before the Rev. Charles
summery and old friends who gets the most slams.
Bratt.
Svoboda with Mrs. Sue Broene,
engaged in a gabfest over the A wonder drug is a medicine
The bride is the former
barbecued chicken.
that makes you wonder whether Carole Jane Gunther, daughter organist, and Larry Crandle,
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. you can afford to get sick these of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. soloist.
Tom Parker of Redlands, Calif., days.
Gunther of Dearborn,summer Attendantswere Mrs. Arva
Mr. and Mrs. Nick (Marion Dc
Nothing can cure insomia like residentsof 562 Bay Ave. The Ensing, matron of honor; Miss
Joi^gh) Exposito of Orange, the realizationthat it is time groom is the son of Mr. and Micki Janssen, Mrs. Robin Van
Calif., Venna Schippers Frost of to get up.
Mrs. Donald Pettijohn 0 f Den Burg, Miss Cindy LamLong Beach, Joan Drost Mason
A garden is a thing of beauty Dearborn.
bregtse and Miss Cheri Vander
of Cypress, Joan Piers Vene- and a job forever.
The wedding gown, originally Wagen, bridesmaids; John W.
klasen of Simi Galley, Mr. and
Success is relative. The more ;worn
the bride’s Janssen, best man; Chuck
Mrs. Robert Veneklasen) success, the more relatives. grandmother, was handmade of Janssen,Guy Vander Wagen,
Steketee of Simi, Calif., June
white batiste voile with inserted Steve Millard and Craig Vander

S

Goal

BREAKS TACKLE

—

Jamie Blocmcndaal
West Ottawa breaks this tackle In
picking up 14 yards for the Panthersin
their easy 41-8 football win over Jenison

Backus then called on Dan

(35)

Bartlett, the starting signal cell-

er to try his luck in kicking
and the 5‘8” 140-pound senior
back stood mighty high in the
eyes of his teamates, as he
calmy booted a 23-yard field 1^0

C

^

^

n

111

Bartlett’s kick

came

;

"T'

with one

when quarterback Jack
threw to Ken Hamstra on

.

six-inch line. Murdock aiuck |
over for the score and Sum Angell kicked his first of five

i

r>-

•

*

_

I^ICS III V^UllTOrniQ
ex- SACRAMENTO, Calif.-George

I

tra points. Angell is one of the Hemple, 74, a former Holland
second left in the third quarter. | U D 6 TO Q tl
best kickers to come out of resident,died here Wednesday
It was hard to believe that
Panther Land in a long time. following a long illness.
neither team picked up a first
West Ottawa s splendid Fan-, That was the only scoring in He had moved from Holland
down in that period. However, thers exploded for six touch- the first period but the Pan- in 1943 and while a Michigan
it must be said that the weather
downs on some “super” runn- thers really got rollingin the | resident had worked for the
(rain) was just horrible for footing by Scott Tubcrgan before second period.Jamie Bloemen- Pere MarquetteRail Road. He
ball.
a rain soaked “Parents Night” daal ripped off some quick had served as a merchant seaHolland finished the evening crowd Friday night and easily yardage then Tubcrgan went man in World W’ar II.
with two first downs compared defeated Jenison
Wildcats, ; to
He is survived
five
to the Tigers seven. The Dutch
West Ottawa recovered an- 1 daughters, including Mrs. Don
didn’t give the ball away like
It was the second win in three 0ther Jenison fumble and turn- Ella) Ver Hey of Holland: two
in their first two contests while
starts for the excellent condi- e(i jt jnt0 a qUjck tD and led sons' grandchildren and greatHeights coughed up the bell
tioned Panthers who were in 21-0 at halftime. Jenison did grandchildrenand a sister,Mrs.
three times on fumbles and one
complete control of the game get the ball moving somewhat Albert (Dorothy) Vander Meulen
other time on a pass intercepand the win makes them defin- jn the third period but penalties Grand Rapids,
tion.
ate contenders in the Big Red hurt them as they still were unStar linebackerTom Ter Haar
Wagen, groomsmen, and Dave
Division. It’s strongly evident able to score until late in the
Janssen and Kirk Vander recovered two fumbles with that coach Delbert Nolan had
Wagen, ushers. Miss Andrea Loren Schrotenboer falling on
other one. Brian Bouwens deaf sSfa^ lor^ before ^hool ^ler "csl Ottawa took a 3jme ouier
Hanenburg was flower girl with the
Keith Hanenburg as her escort. intercepteda pass for Holland.
af^e^ ha?d t?ki° lcad’ Gary Parke;1 hit
Q-h u-^n+c
Backus mede some kev be .,
VanderMaas on a fourth and rOrBIQn
Miss Sally Slagh was the bride’s
y >" ‘he summer is paying off. four for thc wildcats ono
,
changes in his starting lineup
personal attendant.
Tuberganwas the work horse m.i.. Tn a „.,co t,,
union n
•uta4 ,
that seemed to pay off. He movof the Panther offense os he
veat
fo? the
^erstanrimghaS two foreign
The bride fashioned her gown
ed Marc Armstrong from of- scored four touchdowns on some
for llle tvv0 sll,dcnUiin IIol,and I!lRh
in a colonialstyle of ivory anschool vear Thev are John
fensivetackle to center,switch- atuica luuriouuiaowns on some, po,nt
beautifulrunning, one going 74 1 ...
,
’ • ,
J
tique satin featuring a double
ed fullback Randy Schutt to vard overs left tackle in the Nolan was ab,e to substituteEckeberg from Germany who
flounced skirt and train trimtackle,installedRon Brondyke
third neriod * Tubercan also freely in the final Period as is Iivin& with Mr- and Mrs- Bcn
med with lace and ivory ribbon.
at fullbackand moved Ter Hear
cored ona one- va^ nhineein Tom Goodrow scorcd lhe
and Jim Indas frT
She carried an orchid bouquet
to guard. Fred Geary also star- SrsecSSd
and after a i Pantb*r touchdown, from the Greece who is living with the
with sweetheartroses, baby’s
ted at half back in place of soectacular^33 vard callon four -vard line- The West ottavva IIenry visscher family.
breath and mums.
Rick Elzinga.
from the fom h that defense Pla>'cd
game as| The YFU program s now
Her attendants wore brown It was very obvious at the
wasn’t
enough
’
he
fell
on
l 1 rugged Tom Hl11 and
whole Iookl JS for.host fa,mili“ f?r slx'
knit dresses with flowered
half that the team that came
-^tnn Jv : nd
skirts and beige bibs and up with the big break would win blocked Wildcat punt n the end 1 defe,nsiv®line stin*>'
70nc for T TD in he third nor lS0n s ^fensc, especiallywhen nurg in January and staying
peplums. Each had a beige the game, as neither club could iod
d
ll,c wddcats would muster a through July. Persons interested
straw hat and carried a long- move against either’sdefense.
good drive, the defense would in such an experience should
stemmed rose.
w.v. ^est Ottawa s offenseplayed cu^ tviem
cail Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steimle
Holland took c.v.,u..uuftC
advantage of the
i

41'8, work.
s
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(
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Mr. and Mrs. George Averill Tigers gamble and when
It has been a long time since f°rin,fo™at™ “ntac‘YFU
were master and mistress of contest ended, the Dutch were ™n
«ntlre
and|West Ottawa scored 41 points
VC.S' m °
ceremoniesat the reception in a mightly happy group of grid- vas not guilty of losing
Murdock only Bra“ al Ho!land Christian, Muss
the Allendale Christian School.
™bleas
<°
“me good VirginiaDe Witt, Holland High,
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Bouwens, “I’m very proud of our
‘nlBalhf “'Jrad passed 17 times completing six. a?d , M,1;8- Norma Longstreet,
Miss Diane Systema and Dave said a jubilant Backus. "The
It was a great win for
°“awa
Hansen arrangedthe gifts and first two weeks were hard on
Ottawa’s first touchdown Ottawa who will ho traveling i I'bis pu.si summci, fi \ e
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Nienhuis and the fellows but they all did a
U> always dangerouslUt Gr^Hd Hh°l‘and aiTa ?houthfJTived
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Volkers serv- whale of a job on defense
Renids
underVan
theHartesvelt
^FU Pro’
Kepias next
next
^ abroad
gram. Dennis
of

£
™

fe>

ders.

™

X

,2”?

teem,"
'^

a,

1

!

,

week
week.
WO

ed punch. In charge of the guest against Heights.”
book were Dan and Tim Rik“We wanted to pass more
kers.
but the weeLher was so horrible
Both the bride and groom at- but we won and that’s the main
tended Ferris State College.
thing,” Backus concluded.

Junior guard

Joe

First Downs
Yards RushniR
Yards Passing

4-112
100

Ottawa went to Germany;
Jappinga
of Holland High,
62
217
217 Switzerland; Marie Overholt of
3
7 Holland High, Uruguay; Dawn
1-37
Heyboer, H Hand Christian,
70
Japan, and Jane D y k st r a
1

Hill.

mav

Beckman.

Downs
2
Rushing
Passing «
Yards
Passes
Lost o

^
l?.a ^^

14

274
O

-1

10 West
10
155
‘jjijjJeff

West Ottawa
,
Backs: Murdock, While, Carson. Holland Christian,Sweden.
Johnson. De Witt Doornewerd.
| Blocmcndaal.Tubergen. Goodrow. Any
young person in the 11th
Cook. Arnold.
grade that is interested in such
Ends: Hamstra. Sanger, Gaitan, j an „Ynorip„,.n
ar,
Krcun, Elenbaas.Van Eencnaam, df! ^Peoence may make apSolis. Hydorn.
plication for
Youth for

.

™

260

Penalties

Fojtik

on a punt return but early reports show that no surgery will
be required.
The Dutch entertain Benton
Harbor next Friday.

Tips Bugs

11

Total Yards
Fumbles Lost
Punts

injured his knee in the first half

Christian

-

West

The Holland Christian girls’
II Mil
7
swimming team nipped Grand First
the introductionof officers with
Yards
35 92
It read: "X's are toughies so!^..
Ninth St , Lynn Mrs. Judy Cotts as vice presi- Haven, 42-40 Thursday night in Yards
3
Total
43 95
use railroad crossing
Nenhms, Grand Haven, dent, Mrs. Magda Kos as the Holland Community Pool.
Results in order of finish:
7-1-0 6-1-1
tv aerials, or anything that looks “av'd ,La"f ,Bossardat' 326 secretary, Mrs. Jan Van Huis
200 medley relay — Grand Hav- Fumbles
3
like an X for this letter. ^
A*e ; Bih^m as treasurer, and Mrs. Della en Time 2:11.2.
15
200 freestyle— Haven (C). Dyk5-161 4-68
Lohman as historian.Various stra (C). Van Woerkom (GH), Van
can also be a problem unless J ?ra B
Holland
projects for fund raising, and Raalte (GH) Time 2:20.5.
you live in Holland, Mich., with $!lu',cy. Sl,: Bdly DGea?''
Backs: Ramirez.Bartlett. De
200 I.M. — Dykstra (C). Van Young, Gary, Nykamp, Elzinga,
the Z’emas, so everywherebut 1 'Jes' Apartments,B .12 and also for sharing music in t h e
Raalte (GH). Lokker (C). Van Brondyke.Stager. Bazan.
community were discussed.Mrs. Woekerman (GH) Time 2:14.4.
in Holland you may use a ZiMlchaelR»elofs- ZeelandCenters: Armstrong,Walczak.
Discharged Thursday were Sandy Billett and Mrs. Beryl 50 freestyle — Borchers(GH), Guards: Veenhoven, Ter Haar,
anywherein the word,
Vander Meulcn (C). Prince (C), Bouwens. Ftojik,Van Eck.
Maurice E. Witteveen
Holland was the only city Timothy Schlack, South Haven; |jansen are co-chairmen of the Cappel (GH) Time 28.1.
Tackles:Hole, Miller, De Witt,
Diving — Sprague (GH), Peters Schutt.
mentioned in (he variety of Betty Curlin, 1161 Wintergreen; j project committee.
Points 130.50.
Ends: M odder s, Shumacher,
Mrs. Theodore Baumann and The Hamilton Music Club was (GH)
games.
100 butterfly— Haven (C), Walbaby, 91 West 20th St.; Dora organized in June, 1941, under llsh (GH), Jipping (C). Van Woer- Schrotenboer, Lawson.
That picture of the collapsed Bekius, 215 Calvin; Mrs. Doug- the leadershipof the late Mrs. kom (GH) Time 1:15-2.
Direct State
100 freestyle — Verduin (GH),
bridge taken in 1908 on what las Blacquire and baby, 567 Margaret Strabbing. Charter Dykstra (C), Lokker (C), Borchers Pack 3001
is now Paw Paw Dr. (Sept. 18 Graafschap; Lloyd Dckker, 1535 members who still active (GH) Time 1:02.7.
Test
500 freestyle — Wallish (GH),
Sentinel) was taken by the late Jerome; Pamela Kay Van members are Mrs. Elaine Kaper Dykstra (C). Hockscma (C), AnderLambertus Tinholt who was Dyken, 275 West 15th St.; Ray- and Mrs. Martha Kaper. Miss son (GH) Time 7:52.
100 backstroke
Prince (C).
a rural carrier for the Holland mond Van Wieren, 556 Hayes, Josephine Bolks and M r s. Christiansen
(GH), Lokker (C). Pet- itsVanewavle Pa9,kh30°1 H0pe.ned '''i«eveSem ' 41, nf^'Tohn®:
post office. Ada Raak who and Mrs. Douglas WindemullerMarie Dampen are honorary ers (GH) Time 1:16.2.
IW^breasUtrolc’e *— Van Raalt, I and
charter members.
provided the picture recalls and baby, 15986 Quincy St.

markers,

(Sentinelphoto)

Murdock
U-_,_l^
the'^COrgG nGiTipiG

w OUpwl

n
ball:RUnnmg gy

goal to give his team e 3-0 margta^and eventually the

at home Friday night Trying to stop the
hard running Blocmcndaalis Dave Campbell of the Wildcats.

of

a

wc&nters: Van DykC’ Hulst' s,lll‘ UnderstandingFamily Living
Tackles:Hamper. Renkcma. Re- j Program for the summer of
wa. Fcurst.Vander Meulen. Bakkcr. 1975. Full details can be ob-

^Guards: Angell,Do Vrf«. Mo
Bride. Swartz. Vander

Penalties
Punts o

tai.n«|

by contacting the

Yacht. ‘school representatives.

YFU

Holland Native

To

Opens

—

-

!gh!:
.......

Lab

Highway

With Graduation

ther%nlet
^

— A truck carrying a 22-ton environmental test chamber left Holland Monday for Rochester,
N.Y. and the Eastman Kodak Corp The truck was under
convoy and part of five units carrying three test chambers plus supporting equipmentThe chambers will be
used to test Kodak film developing machines The chamber for commercial applications represents a change for
Thermofron which had supplied, and continues to supply,
test chambers for the defense industry.
TEST CHAMBER

^ Ttpaleni

B°y7„rtly-

hDc,1,5

k

400 freestyle relay — Christian
and^d.the Pack been
administrative
(Lokker. Haven. Cathye Dykstra,
in the Pledge of Allegiance. engineer in charge of the departCindy Dykstra) Time 4:20.4.
CubmasterClevenger welcom- ment’s testing laboratoryat Ann
ed all, especially the new Arbor,
Miss Woudwyke Feted
leaders of Den 5, Mrs. Johns
Witteveen joined (he departWith Bridal Shower
and Mrs. Berry. Patches for
ment in 1960 after graduation
summer activities were passed
Miss Janie Woudwyke who is
from the University of Michiout. Ribbons were presented to
to become the bride of Michael
gan and has been assistantto
Avery on Oct. 10, was feted at the boys who participatedin the the department’sengineer of
macb in cry sections,three
a surprise luncheon hosted by Pack Olympics.
trafficand safety in Lansing
master electric panels and three
Ten
and
II
year
old
winners
Miss Linda Ringewold,Mrs.
since 1971.
operating instrument and control
Deborah Louks, and Mrs. Grace were Jerry Boersen in skill
As directorof the Ann Arbor
consoles.
Hoffman on Saturday, Sept. 14, builders and Frank Pugh in facility, Witteveen succeeds
Production of the product for
at the Bonanza Restaurant in muscle builders.
Donald E. Orne who was
Kodak reflects a definite change
Graduating
into
Webelos
were
Holland.
promoted to engineer of traffic
in the market for Thermotron.
Miss Woudwyke was present- George Bland, Jimmy Senters and safety. The lab conducts The first of a caravan of 1 presidentCharles F. Conrad
ed with a bouquet of sweetheart and Phillip Winningham.A one- acceptance testing on a
environmentaltest sa‘d- He added that (he demand
roses from the management. year service star went to Den
Chief Tnrirt V'in Crnnu; fnr hie ranjje of matenabi a,ld s(?lbs chambers has been shipped by f°r testing equipment for
Her's was the first bridal show- Chief Todd Van Grouw for his
hi
““a m ,h'ShWay c0"strucl10"ThermotronCorp. to Rochester, commercial applications was
er held at the local restaurant.
keade shfp servicfwaf 8
N V ‘or Eastman Kodak Corp, increasing while lest chambei
Invited guests included Lisa
Roh
Rori
n
^
The first chamber was 26 feet i equipmentfor defense was still
Eppes, Genevieve Burchfield, 22 ®y”le’ k018 Cook and Barl) Two Boys, One
long. 13«2 feet wide and 121- feet
produced but to a lesser

named

Thermotron

Builds Units

For

, ,

Kodak

broad

!
.

tnTnTlSJ™ t

Mabel Woudwyke, Tammie

_

Rvrn!> vLfra^d
r — — 777
Girl

^

^

Nadine Woldring, Diana Me
Graw, Denieva Hyma, Debbie
CLASS A CHAMPS

—

Heights Standard

compiledan overall 11-1 record in taking
the Recreation Department Class A women's softball championshipthis past season
Heights recently was knocked out of the
Allendale tournament in the semis. Members of the team kneeling (left to right)
are Marla Koeman, Mary Schrotcnboer,

Murry Gcerlings,Bette Geurink, Helen Borr
and Elsa Postma. Standing: Bob Vanden
Berg, manager; Carla Langejans,Bev
Boeve, Sherri Jansen, Carol Bouman, Marcia Wabeke and Don Ver Beck, coach
Missing from photo were Sharon Tummel,
Sharon Langejans and Sylvia Tubcrgan.
(Gus Vanden Berge photo)

Hyma, Mike Avery, Mary Garbrecht, Wanda Owens, and
Sharon Owens.
Unable to attend were Elaine

Woudewyke, Hellen Streur, Char
Farrell,Wilma Farrell,Bonnie

Hightower,Minnie Barlow,

m

Mnir Inf' r^dUrtlnLnTorrQ , thrce babies
i

Bland R Baylor ' M
Biana, k. layior, iw.

,

The chambers were

born

machines.

.

humidity

MrS‘ Tcrry Bcekius' 104(11 Ave 1 Critical
and Chemicals Group, has been
route 1. Zeeland, and a daughter, temperatureconditions will be named manager of materials
The ceremony ended with Michelle Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. maintainedto assure proper and will be transferred from
Mrs. J. Graves singing R0y Cline, 15 East Main St., functioning of the Kodak Holland to the division plant in
America, The new s c o u t s
equipment in any part of the La Porte, Texas
retrieved the colors
Born today was a daughter,
Hartman has been with the
dismissed the meeting. New Michelle Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. In addition to the three 22 company since 1948 and has
BU S°n

and E-

..

Thermotronand will be used to Paul Hartman to Texas
test . Kodak’s film developing Paul R, Hartman, distribution
manager for Chemetron Corn's

Reams
B°rn Fnday: ScPl, 2J; w a *
Hearns. a s0n< graig Alan, to Mr. and

wa“ersT'

L,

bjgb weighed 44.000 pounds. degree.
designed
---- 7"
and manufactured by ^^eme^ron transfers

TrooD No 7 assisted with the Born in Holland Hospital
Holly
Resseguie, Katheryn De Feyter, graduation of the Webelos into i Holland Hospital reported,

Tharp, Esther Tharp,

’

|

Zeeland.

world.

and

Carol Brown, Kimberly Brown,
Karen Kirkland, Delores and boys were then signed up in Carten Bolton,
Sis Hyma.
i the all purpose
I

room.

Holland.
5

l;t

Howard Aye.,

i

‘

ton chambers, there will be

loads

ol

three

two served in various

refrigeration ! distributionpr

‘ra'flic and
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Errors Give Chix

Mike Lawton
Achieves

First Loss, 23-6

Eagle Scout

day night spending ihe greater share of ,he time in public
hearings on sanitary sewer

participation.

Fully 50 minutes were devoted to hearings on three sanitary
sewer assessments, and in the
end Council approved all three
but not unanimously.

local real esiate broker and

veloper, representing

FOREIGN STUDENTS —

Tokiko Tayama from

Indas from Greece are high school students studying

L

....

ltd.

in

what they
sessments

Holland this year They have been welcomed into three
Holland families and are attending regular classes at
Holland
(Sentinel photo)

High.

felt

on

was

protested on Sept.

as- Thc
thpv inc>

unfair

nronertv

j

18.

i

1

of Last Saugatuck.

1

ith
M lol[-c,I (,ren .ar<‘ ^r' ,and
an Mrs. Ken (Lorraine) Nienhuis

wij| |,, honorcd
\uii oe nonoreo witn

°K

called „ot feasibfeTrdeveloD
house |,ven byn,ho‘r of Kentwood and Mr. and Mrs.
ii i- sm Ior novelpP childrenat Prospect Park pale (Gladvs) \oss of Holland

1 V

,

hil-h costs

Kane

3

50 pro,ested Christian Reformed Church on They have

;

T

three grandsons,

At Holland High School

neiebbors
, T

1

Boost added the

vp
Ave.

__

1

Holland Heights Christian Reformed Church. He protested Holland Hospital of $25 from I x-*
By CathleeiiCollins West 12th St. She also has been lhe assigned six benefits on Ante's Pharmacy for educa
ctnrit.inn
..............
Ilnnc A
tional
There are three foreign high studying
English r„..
for five
years. Hope
tional material
material was
#
school students in the Holland She finds Americansto be 'H'1, lb'r(l assessment for Lo- Wl’h
! nnif*
area this year, all three at “very friendlv . . . and big!" cust Ave. Ramona Dr. and Hie gift of the book WilderU|JIV*
Holland Senior
Japan has many American West End Dr., brought a brief [>efs USA" to Herrick Public
,

r.

Bob

Pie second assessment for SatUldfay’°,ct;- a' frrom ? t0 5, N^nhuis of Wheeling. HI.. Bill
u.,
for P-m- for relatives, friends and ( Voss
and Jack Voss of Holland
Hope- Ave., Fighth to 12th St.,
voss anu aacs voss oi nonana,
brought a protest from Roger
• . c
onL'I g^t-granddaughter,
Winder Meulen representing 1,K'V were mamed Sept. 18, Rebecca Joy Nienhute.

Foreign Students Study

I

I

j

The two men

I

thanks.

|

High.

ssus.'SJsat'ar.'SA

s

n
vs*

L a w

t

o

n

and Dan

Wolf.

Electric

Presentationof Troop and
National Colors was followedby

^ I L

The Troop Secretary,Howard

Bouwman

M.

Rate

Hike Hearing

the Pledge of Allegiance.

Rotory Club

making

Larsen for doing a fine job, by

Mike Lawton

At

AT

were praised by coach Bob

iiftJLJk
/

I*

the final score. 23-6.
Without discreditingthe Chix
too much, Brian Buss. Tim Barkel, Bertels and .Joe Sneller

j

VjGOlOQV IS
accented
accepted

|

!

More mistakeshurt Zeeland
on the ensuing kickoff as Dood
returned the Chix boot 74 yards
for a Godwin touchdown. Boost
added the extra point, making
the score, 17-6. The Wolverines
capitalized on another Chix
mistake recovering a fumble on
the Zeeland live-yard line in
the final quarter. Kelsey Smith
ran in from two yards out and]

Mr. and Mrs. John Zoerhoff

an('

!

land touchdown.

I

^

,

M

quarter as Tim Bussiier recovered Hugh Bartels punt in
Godwin’s end zone for a Zee-

^rs* J(,^n /wi'hoff, 1924, by the late Rev. Herman
Peter Van Oomelen, owner of
Flast 22nd St., observed \ander Ploeg. Mrs. Zoerhoff
20 acre site on Old Orchard their 50th wedding anniversary ** 'l10 ^0' mei '*ean'e Rouwman

Japan-,

Johannes Ekeberg (seated) from West Germany and James

Court of Honor was opened
d J0? ty Tlra ®°“st
the Scouts lead by Michael S?^ the Wo.vermes a
lend
at the end of the first half.
Zeeland bounced back into the
game after a scoreless third!

_
,,

Grand

McLeod.
deMrs.
a

Kapids and Roger

A

bv

The first assessmentroll for
Old Orchard ltd. and Heather
Or. occupied the most time
with Greg Thrasher of Warner.
Norcross and .Judd of

!

.

King.

special assessment reviews and
other matters involving audi-

ence

-

23-6.

Honor.

City Council met for two
hours and 10 minutes Wednes-

I

-

WYOMING
The Zeeland only letting Godwin gain five
Mike Lawton, son of Mr. and Chix lost its first game of the yards rushing in the second
Mrs. Don Lawton, 2604 Williams season in footba,laction here half.
Zeeland with its 1-1-1 record
St., a member of Troop 49 was against Wyoming Godwin Fnwill
host South ChristianFriday
awarded the Eagle Scout Award day night,
.......
Monday at its fall Court of Godwin capitalized on Zee- 'night while Godwin stul noias
land’s mistakes throughout the a perfect 3-0 season record.
A pot luck dinner was held game. Poor defenseon Zeeland’s First Downs
with approximately 90 members Part and a good ground game Yards Rushing
and guests attending.Invocation |or Godudn gave the Wolver- Yards Passing
Total Yards
was given bv the Troop Chaplain 'nes its first score as A1 Dood Passes
Robert
ran in from the five-yard line Fumbles Lost
Following the dinner, lhe with five minutes ofl the cloek. Penalties
Punts

Set

introduced the Troop

Thursday

Mrs. Gary Carl Lound

With Geological Consent"is Committee of chairman George

A“-

of 633 East lith St. He is 17 ,bere ari‘ imP°rtant differences J^arge foi the first year, and (,,i iccommcndaiion of the ^ejn|ijngi asS0Ciateprofessorof live Larry Hettinga. treasurer ^bur‘sday al ' P,1"- i*1 (ouncil
and has studied Fnelish for siv between her own culture and the balance of the assessmentPlanning Commission. Council peo]0pv al jj0De ^0uepe wjii John Hellenthal,Chaplain King Chambers, of City Hall on
Jets
^Americans To 1
may be paid in full at any time, denied the applicationof A.
an, I Committeeman ^ advant propo^d rate inerMses by the

Hf

i

be more closed and less

f

|

Another ltem whlch proved ^lcb

CoUplG LG0V6S

^
FOf JamOICOn
\Voiks.
inn Trim
^
on WGduing
Tip

i

‘°' .iezotnm,?,hreeres,‘noon meeting of Rotary Club at ment chairman Webb Dalman;
‘h’nti.illots at the noil h west the
prjen(j Motor
scoutmaster Donald Lawton

.

Board of Public
The hea,nn| wdl
.onl.v
I
ftl
corner o 17th end River
presenlation 0r this
scoutmastersRonald a P^posed 13 per cent
^
friendlvtowards
people of their native countries.l'aca,'nS a portionof West 19th B-l apartmentto C-t neighbor- J?jec
Skinrwil noin Beuhner and Eddie Eberhard. !" f'ec^,c ra(fs P* a drop Mr and Mrs. Gary Lound left
• ,
.
... 1 ,
. St. between Ottawa and Home- hood commercial. Applicantwas •'’O 'jui. ui. neinhing wui
. ..
, . . . . m the discount rate for pay- for a honevmoon in Jamaica
James Indas is from Athens. Another common differenceis stea(1 Aves Mrs Paul Da|man encouraged to explore
varmus phases of land use Othe invited guest included menls from the curren, ,en per following their marriage Sept,
Greece and is staying with Mr that each feels that his agaj appeared on behalf of existing transitionaloffice use ,ha< the buyer of property must ex - Mini maMei Bob 1 outing. cent (0 fjve per
28 in Ann Arbor. Upon their
and Mrs. Henry Visseher. 696 countries high schools are more her neig$ors with a lisl of provisionsat such time as re- C°n-Slder wht;n he ^ketmg a ^|d1fernHof/^ •,ubuns Thet hearing was to have return thev will reside at 46145
Ruth Ave. Indas has been difficult than American ones complajn\s of nuisances of the development of these parcels s,lt‘
a,home' bus,ness
incll,dwl a proposed rate hike Village G.Veen Dr.. Apt. 319.
learning Englah for five year* They take as many as 12 Hol|‘nd Hitch Co ln
seem indicated The owner ap- rwreal,onal
J t?11"1- of 24 Pl*r ce,u ^ ^wage rates Belleville.
He finds Oie pace ol life to be subjects during the year, with th vacatini, Counci, ^asslJre§peared on his own
A person may have in mind
Hyth Krdmtr and Mrs. 5lJf a separa<e hearing will be
is lhe former
All three foreignstudents feel L

Germans but <hat Americans eat quite a few Jlme consuming was tabled
Americans are more prepared foods than do the from,.the Sept. 1« meeting on

expressive than

do?
;

..

others
. ,

Warm

fromV

an

43
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and

fJXiVand

propriate

Bartla Kat Eterli^

said-

daK"

of Mr. and Mrs. John

Carl

Ebcrlein of Garden City. The
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Lound, 297 West 24th

Thc

im

ordinance

ceremony in

afternoon

1111 lill

in8 and may other factors. awards and eight advancement Leonard Smith presiding. Ernie Andres, organist.
Planning The use of marginal lands has were
Guests for the evening were The bride chose a floor-length

avw,rded-

and

Julie Vander Wall. 9231 South Uu‘ jj;,
a request of Prince Corp re- Commission for the city attor- hazards for some uses
Mrs. Kramer was given a
Cedar; Elizabeth Wassink, 260 . ,3°in ,n(las an(1 L^ber£ , questing permission to erect a ney to explore the ramificationsis better than 75 to 100 per cent Scouting Thank You" pin for
North River Ave.; Tammy Car- .^,a^ not to be able to promotionalbann€r across of'zoning moratoriumswas re- For others. During the talk. Dr. efforts of the Moose Lodge and

I

The

dale’ BPW off,cials

were introduced.

,

ccn<

St.

A request of the

rt

^

or
d aSJT
area
x
r!!
behalf.
^
^ JZ
leula. ^A^lrv
VUC*

Mn.
Council approved the applioa-- beau,,, ul .conic apo. for the
does not preclude neighbor- t.on from Care Corp.. propries
t0 "s d BircCood MalioV Vnrs- «iih the use of gerdog) 'he will

St.; Clarence De Fouw, 333|<f .tbe day ^ (or in Germany th<1
East Lakewood Blvd., Lot 166; ^ud^nUfemain in onero°m

.

^

oS
in

,8-vear
°! ab°Ut
minutes.

lokiko loyama is an 18 year,
o!d Japanesegirl staving with; Indas finds that school

increase

^a^-

ponu

the

S'Z

TkiKyama'is

'

•

....

and

Inn.

Mrs Retus Shaw from Zeeland gown of maraeainejersey with
and Mrs. Rex Webbert from cluny lace and an elbow-length
veil trimmed with matching

Holland.

Park; ,n
01 ta,es ne,e: in Windcrest Dr Oct 1*> was jected bv a 5-4 vote. The com- Reinking
of some of the Women of the Moose for Plans were completed
the
She carried a bouquet
Lake- ^oualrl®s J'^'e are no authorized ^ 8 m“ to mission report commented on his local experiences in 'heir contributionin the past second-best
be held
pink sweetheartroses, white
^ ,ri'^Cf!T. l0!b'
ithe influx of rezoning applica- geological
several years.
day. Oct. 25
the basementof carnations, baby’s breath and
Southi,, ee _fad0rfC Council granted permission Hons recent months and the Dr. Reinking, with his fellow- Dr. Eugene Scholten,of the Civic Center.
ere to

ter, Kenmar Trailer
Linda Brice. 2286 West
wood Blvd.; Auke Davis, Douglas; James Diebold,

Haven, and John
1139 Lincoln, Lot

Essenberg,

15.

Discharged Tuesday were
Mrs. Ken Bosch and baby, Zee-

p.m.

Da,s.

spending

a

d

some time

here.

Engaged

South Shore Dr.; Beverly Gorman. 2779 132nd Ave.; Delia
Knoll. 1306 West 32nd St.; Kenneth Merriweather, 3485 Butternut Dr.; Ted Plakke. 16576 New

sale to

lace.

Fri-

of

1

in

the

Articles

ivy.

consuming hearings en- geologist Dr. John Anderson Grand Valley Council and the l)e brought in on Thursday from Rose Mane Lesch as honor
29 and lo the Seventh Day Ad- 'ailed, curtailing commission secured a National Science focal Ottagan District made (he ' to 4 p.m. Co-chairmen for this attendantwore a gown of green
ventist Church to solicit funds :''me nee(fodfor long range and Foundation grant this past Eagle presentation to Lawton, event are Mrs. Eugene Hiddinga nylon dotted swiss over green
Oct. 3 to Dec.
broad scale planning. A study summer (o enable studies by 12 Dr. Scholten noted that Lawton ami Mrs. Edwin
taffeta with a white collar and
letter from State Sen. was asked, not a recommenda- Hope students in geology, had been a Scout for several A Veteran's Day Banquet will cuffs trimmed with lace. She
Robert Vander Laan advising ''on to implement a monitor- biology and other sciences.This years, participated in various he held in the Warm Friend carried a multi-colorednosegay
that the Michigan State Legisgrant also aided the City of community projects which in- Motor Inn on Nov. 5 for Ihe of roses, mums, daisies,
lature has acted favorably
----Holland as a study is being made eluded the glass recyclingunits, Auxiliaryand Chapter 14 mem- gladtolas and carnations with
a resolutionto name 1-196
A /"/‘wrl Anf
of Lake Maeatawa, using a member of the first place hers and wives. Reservations matching flowers as a headGerald R. Ford Freeway
geologicalmethods to study the horticultureunit in the State will be necessary to attend, piece
, , R
various periods of time since °F Michigan and had gone lo There will be no regular month- Similarly attired were the
A communication from Wil- u.m.'i! T nf *imhyrr1?i,a
Holland was built on the e a s t Iowa to take part-in the national ly meeting in November. bridesmaidswith Miss Carol
liam E. Tavior of El Jobean,
end of Lake Maeatawa,including
Mrs Smith will be attending Ann Eberlein, sister of the
Fla . complaining of the wav his ,Klh
VollidedTiiesdav a lhl‘ grmvlh in the lake- Plus fLstl Chaplain King gave a ''he Service OfficersConferencebride, in blue, and Miss Diane
electric bills have been handled nm’ ,, Stl, c, ' „r i«„h and animal studies.The work summary of achievement-, with her husband to be held in Opal Lound. sister of the
^ ; on rental propertieshe owns on si Police said (he' Hunak car wil1 cover Uv0
necessary to attain Eagle Scout. Midland on Oct. 19 and
groom, in lavender.
| Coolidge Ave, was referred to ' eastbound on Wh while With the aid of .students. Dr. As in the custom of the Ottagan | T*16 grouP P,ayed games and Rlchard Gcor8es attended the
the superintendentof the Board the Wolbert auto was heading Ranking conducted a study of District, Mrs. Lawton received Prizes were given. Refresh- groom as best man with Ron
of Public
jnorth on
b the use of chlorideon Holland 'he mother's Eagle Pin. Addi- n.ents were served by the chap- Maat and Steven Rehm as
A BPW report informed
streets, which has been accepted tional gifts were presented in 'er followingboth meetings. groomsmen.
cil that the contract to provide A car dnven bv Thomas by 'be Department of Natural 'he form of a red Scouter’s
Camelot Room of the
a sewage lift station for the jav Drnek 17 of 129 East 35th Resources, which disclosedthat jacket and dinner certificate by Car Clips
CrystalHouse in Ann Arbor was
James De Young power plant st.‘.west hound on 17th St . and ‘-’hiondedeposits from street the Troop Committee. The Court Intersection
'he setting for the buffet reccpwhich was let to Elzinga and one operated by Alidvs Vanden de - icing were not pollutingo' Honor was closed with
"on Hostesses were Mrs.
Volkers, low bidders, has been Elst, 83. of 179 West 28th S<. Hake
by Brian
A 'lre hydrant at the corner i Joseph Andreini Jr., sister of
reduced $10,220 from the orig- northbound on Maple Ave., coL A native of Colorado.
--------- ami Rlver Aves., the bride, and Miss Janet
to

UNICEF

to solicitfunds Oct. time

31.
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Coun-state
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mal price due

DischargedWednesday were'
Julie Vander Wall. West Olive;

Beckman, 343

—
a

The

Dr.

m.
on --

[b

ooks,

the contract price down
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"

su, ^
to eva Kok, 50, of 274

Westmont degree from the

lxu.^

Burns
r^tinalw ,
f
V th
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Pump House

to Hope from the

DA

;

Flooded

uu< P01-

an agreement ikied at the intersectionWed- Rcinking came

with the city engineer’s office nesday at 10:18 a
University of Texas He is
whic'i allowed an open cut
graduate of Colorado College in
Pine Ave. The reauctionbrought Cars driven by Harriet Gen- 1963, received his master’s

'“
o

Miss Patricia Pike

to

----Hydrant,

;

Taps;
Working.

Maeatawa.

Allegan.

FallenleafLane; Ada Bouman.
55 West 28th St.; Bastian Coel-

for

work.

'

MCCIuCnrS
filed. 'was
i .
,Ca

Holland St.; Nancy Pluister,
Zeeland; Marie Roos, 112 East
20th St ; Henry Rozendaal, 528
GraafschapRd.; Bradley Tucker. Hamilton; Raymond Van
Evk. route 3. and Bruce Ziegler.
1305 West 32nd St.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Wednesday were Robert Vanden
Berg. 226 Hope Ave.; Erica
Anne Carter, Grand Haven;
Harold Taylor, 125 Coolidge;
Anna Vander Wall. Hudsonville;
Forrest Hamilton, 413 168th
Ave.; Daisy Martinez. 86 West
19th St., and Ellen Mae Janke,

Anthony

fi

in

|

land. eJsse Caballero,1320

will, tell

University of

Rll ,

ng

' ‘'Tv8'*01'° ,he gr00m,
r0ad „The
a
of the
I mversity of Michigan, is

^

.

^ate

he Ruel bed around
Lake Shore j Gregory Allen Klinesteker.18 employed by Hertz at the
,)a[k f,ownjbip. was de- of 369 Mayfair, was northboundMetropolitanAirport, Detroit.

iP.U?P

home,

.)L4<

ingh, Allendale; Le Roy O. Fike and Jack McGraw
..... .....
v,uU.i luiuuum uuv.un.uc m
_____
...... r-,—
0f is being A
Board repor,
Gough, Bangor; Jeanette Har- announced.
milting the position for a direc- Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at Cen- 1
Cotter Tharin i« 10 (he l5 bV 8 foot block struc- Douglass and struck the hy- by hxlgewood Tool Co.. Taylor,
ingsma, 299 West 17th St.: Opel Parents of Miss Fike are Mr. tor of volunteer service for ap- tral Ave. and Fourth St. Police nr^ram eh^man Th.,m
lUrC .blll .•smo.kuc
d.rfnt; Heuwas not hur'
lbe ac- The rehearsaldinner was held
Honeycutt. Bangor; Michael and Mrs. Don Fike of West proval retroactive to Sept. 9 said the Kok auto was south[eIM,"pd ,0 'be rear (,f tbl-' cidcnt which occurred at 11:19 at the Casa Nova Restaurant
Roelofs, Zeeland; Richard L. Olive and parents of her fiance was approved7-2, Councilmen bound on Central while the
.
in Ypsilanti.
Smith, 808 Oakdale; Jeanne ore Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wold- John Bloemendaa!end Donald Zuverink auto was heading east MOrONStl H J UTCd
Vande Vusse, 398
nno Pine
r»:-- St., and ring, route 3.
Oosterbaan dissenting. A gift to on Fourth
s*
Jim Allen Wyant, 1548 Elmer.
- As Car Overturns
I

c.

Recent

......

.

Dr I

-

_

L
damag®
_
c
la . . , lll0Use^

St.
-

i
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- Randall Glashower, 17. of 6939 Tyler St.,
Hudsonville,sustained facial
lacerations and cuts when the
car he was driving west along
Port Sheldon St. went out of
control and rolled over.
Glashower was admitted to
Community Hospital where his
condition today was listed as

: ZEELAND

Accidents
A car operated by Theodore
Spencer Parker. 32. of 919 88th
Ave., stopped along eastbound
16th St. at US 31 Saturday at
12 '20 p.m.. was struck from
behind by a car operatedby
Ann Marie Ludema, 55, of 660

!

n
'

Pinecrest Dr.

A car driven by Paul Michael
Vander Kolk, 21, of 1126 East
32nd St., went out of control
along southbound Washington
Ave. on a ramp of the 1-1%
expressway interchange Saturday at 10:01 p.m. He was not
reported injured.

A chain reactioncrash occurred Tuesday at 5:22 p.m. on
Pine Ave. near Seventh St.
Cars driven by Larry Gene
Vesper. 38. Allegan. George
Henry Santigo,23. 476 East 40th
St., and Juan Fiancisco Perales, 18. of 325 Maple Ave.,

V:

^

mm
xn

&

r' a >

|

"good.”

Ottawa County deputies said
Glashower lost controlof the
car on a curve at 3833 Port
Sheldon in Georgetowntownship
at 3:11 p.m. Wednesdayand;
ithe car travelled 168 feet and
rolled over several times be-

;

;

fore hitting a tree.

Funeral Rites Slated
For

Jack Vandenberg

*
Funeral services are scheduled

|

I

Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at

'

heading south on Pine Ave. had
all stopped for the red light on
Seventh when a car driven by

Anthony Bouwman. 48, 1250
Beach Dr . struck the Perales
vehicle, causing a chain reaction.

m-'L
ROPE BREAKS

Notier -

the

Ver

Lee - Langeland
'Chapel for Jacob J. (Jack)
Vandenberg, 76, of 142 West.
! 20th St., who
died early Monday in Holland Hospital.
the Rev. R. G. Brockhuizen
will officiateand burial will
he in Pilgrim Rome cemetery,
Relatives and friends may
j meet the
family tonight and
, Wednesday from’? to 9 p.m. at
i the chapel.
|

j

—

The annual Hope College

morale girl, Debby Hoffman, look of the
shredded end of the rope. At right senior
John Koeppe of Columbia, Mo., ties the
rope together after the first break. The
knot worked but the rope broke in another
(Hope College photos)

Pull failed to end as planned Friday with
neither the freshman team or sophomores

winning.The rope broke, not once but
twice. At left, freshman anchor man Bob
Namar of Convent Station, N J., and his

place.
(

i

ROTARY EXCHANGE STUDENTS

-

Don-

ald Stoltz (right) Rotary Club president
recently presented a Holland Rotary Club
Banner to Ophelia Infante Fierro who is

j

returning

to her home in Los

Mochis,

;

Sinaloa, Mexico after spending one year
in Holland as

a

Rotary Exchange student.

is Roger MacLeod, (left) chairof the Student Exchange Program,
Betsy Vogelzang, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
William Vogelzang,879 Central Ave., who
is leaving to Spend a year in Australia and
Angela Dallas who is returning home to
Maungaturoto,Northland, New Zeeland.
(Essenberg Studio photo)

Also shown

man
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Early Birds

Hear Address
By Fire Chief
Activitiesand operations of
I

the Holland Fire Department
were reviewed by Fire Chief
Marvin Mokma. a’ local department veteran of 32 years, at

a

I

monthly breakfast of
of Commerce Early
Birds Tuesday morning in Warm

Chamber

Friend Motor

Inn.

The fireman's lot is unique
in hours and hazards, Chief
Mokma said, pointing to a 56hour week with firemen working
and the next 24 hours

|24 hours

off. The local department
covers the city of 14 square
miles, has 26 fulltime and 30
volunteer, holds hi - weekly
drills, and has contracts for
mutual aid with Zeeland and
the townships of Park and
Holland, as well as reciprocal
agreementswith other comuni-

TEST ACTION — Firemen from Zeeland
douse a burning car during simulated tor-

nado storm damage Thursday night that
was part of a fwo-county emergency exercise A simulated tornado touchdown was

ties.

NEW FROZEN FOOD CASES —

The department has three
pumpers, a 35-year-old65 foot

M \

U

a

replace

Remodels

Thrifty Acres

Sutphen Tower at

a

cost

In

display approximately20 per
cent more merchandise.

Dekker, 1535 Jerome St.; Rose program.
Holland is unique in that it
Garcia, 74*2 East Eighth St.;
has
a combination full time and
Brian Harris, 183 Manley Ave.;
Mildred Hellenthal, 145 East volunteerfire force, a combina14th St.; Tina Hightower,147 tion that has worked exceptionalWest 16th St.; Francis ly well for this city, the chief!
Jakubecz. 115 Iroquois; Sherry 1 said. He said fire station No.
Van Brocklin, 1744 State St., 2 on East Eighth St. is outand Julia Van Dyke, Hamilton. mioded and should be replaced
with a site some blocks south
Admitted Saturday were Opal
of downtown.
Honeycutt, Bangor;* Melodic
A fire film entitled ‘Thej
Tooley. 303 East 14th St.;
Noble Breed." narrated by Rod
Chrystal George. Saugatuck;
Serling. was shown. It emphasiJeanette Harringsma. 299 West
zed that for every policeman
17th St.; Jeanne Vande .Vusse,
killed in the line of duty, five
398 Pine Ave.; Marvin Nienhuis,
firemen die.

High rise shelving coupled
with double tier clothingracks
wherever practicalhave given
the store a complete new look
as well as expanding the
lines.

Within three months Mcijer
Thrifty Acres expects to see an
increase in total sales due
primarily to the greater volume
of merchandise available.
Most of the remodeling was

607 Woodland Dr.; Joan

Greatestasset of the new

customers as well as clerks
Frozen food shelving gives
that department a particular
modernized look and a new wide

u

available.The new food cases
as well as the milk area are
more readily accessible t o
customers.
The Holland store is pioneering new graphics on colorful
backgroundswhich reflectthe
chain’s weekly shopping guide.
Should the new graphics prove
successful, the Jenison store

from

western Michigan College,
Traverse City. Miss Berkompas is currently employed
at Holland City Hospital.

Community Theatre

Court Grants

Zillman,

South

,

I

^t

speaker.

Court:

DeVries

ch,ldren-

^

w
IsS-Si
Audrey

...

Haven.

(,'11(,lcn^

Dillenback.

Thrifty Acres is also planning
more graphic symbols for use
m various departments.
In additionto more merchan-

HIGHER SHELVING —

Fulltime toy clerk Ev Lanxon

checks the stock of toys on this new high rise shelf, typical

dise the store is making a
renewed effort to accommodate
handicapped persons. A

of those installed throughout Holland Meijer Thrifty Acres
recently Stock is often stored now on top of shelves for
quicker access by clerks and customers.

telephone has been installed in
the lobby and a motorized shopping cart is available in front
of the store. Special parking

--- ___
li
-»!/•

when the*- ^

/

*

fkYVOQ

.

II
x ICflCf'f-l/
One couple made two
hi fl /If

1

1

parking lot is blacktopped this Donations for either food or
trips
fall and new spaces marked. clothing have come from ll to the Community Action House
All courtesies extended to area families in response to uit’n supplies for the 2I2 month
handicappedpersons are also the plight of the Hamon Torres old baby. The family now has
available to persons with ternenough baby supplies, Mrs.
Porary disabilitiessuch a
A mi,,1.an( working al Zo|cn. Gaitan says.

s

family.

t

;

’

m

risen.

De

Discharged Sunday were
Robert Barman, 165 East Fifth
St.: Mrs. Dennis Bosch nd
baby. 8779 Quincy St.; Mrs.
David Brown and baby. 364
East 24th St.; Henry Buter,
10633 Paw Paw Dr.; Marilyn
Ebels, 2541 Thomas A v e .
Goldia Fox. 174 West KKh St.;
Billy G ear y, 40 West
Apartments, B 212; Helen Middlecamp, 21 River Hills Dr.;
Mrs. James Novak and baby,
12950 Ransom St.; Maxine
Parker, Charlotte:Grace Plag;

V; Rotn

Born in Germany, he came
to the U.S. as a small child.
He was a member of 14th Street
7
ChristianReformed Church and
.Mrf1'Tr/o“Sn,,B,;ink’
Badger°' wife granted former Mrs. Ernest Wenzel opened owned and operated Carleton
5/, of b9 East 34th St., died in (name of
her home to
Beta
Holland Hospitalearly Tuesday ConstanceHitsman from Lc chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Cleaners for 50 years before his
retirement 15 years ago.
followinga lingeringillness. Roy Hitsman. wife given custody ! Monday evening The business
Surviving are two sons, ArBorn in East Saugatuck. she ot tour
meettog was conducM
lived in Ovensel for several Howard H. Holcombe from Llovd Dunwiddie, president, and thur J. and Willard G. Alderink,
years and moved here eight Phyllis A.
the’ Citv Council report was both of Holland; seven grandyears ago. She was a member Betty De Marr Archer from given bv representative Mr< children;seven great-grand-

Succumbs

at

57

child.

History of Golf

Slaughter.

the

custody of one
Jack Lee Badgero from

Cindy

b“

children.

(

Maplewood
Church.

Holcombe.

Marr. u ^
Good.
Lmu
Spoors.

«rwerf »"<

••

cash Hh,af

.

___ lpykc-

'

lhc fi,fmllvM can

use

been donated with three addi- dresses for Mrs. Torres (size
Willis Van
Tnndervan r 0 n I i e
,ionaI area churches pledging 18 or It!1;-), pants for Dominga
‘Tl ’s not in keeping wPith our further contributions. (size 9., and shoes for the
Dies at Age 62
ljcy
Stories of empatheticdonors children.
Customerswho purchased the emerged with the contributions. “We are very gratefulfor all
GRAND RAPIDS - Willis
item received an extra Iwnus. Mrs, Maria Gaitan. coordina- contributions,"Mrs, Gaitan
Van Vuren. 62, of 275 West 24th
Occasionally sales exceed the tor of assistanceto the family, said,
St., Holland, died Wednesday
store’s expectation of an item has
Residents wishing to donate in Butterworth Hospital followand customersare encouraged ^ne youri8 JPan contributed p(.ms mav coni act the Com- ing an extended illness.
to ask for a rain check. Zon- ^0 at the St Francis de Sales niunjty Action House,
Born in Holland, he attended
dervan, who has been manager offlce- fathcr an(t hrott,e1'
Holland High School and workof the Holland store for iu were killed in an auto accident
22
ed for the H.J. Heinz Co. for 40

Vuren

d

indicated.

:

’

,

a

,0 recyclingof both paper and

airpa^'and ctdtad

lor

saves

proximately 132,000 trees

ap-

In Serious Condition '

-P-

At Ebenezer Church
Ebenezer Reformed church
hosted Resthave n
Guild’s meeting Friday with 80

women

wonrn attending.
Mrs. Don Mulder and Mrs.
Sage Ver Hoeven were door
hostessesand Mrs. Mulder

^

*
i -

01

r%

the front of the store. The shoe
00. of 555 Hiawatha Dr., Holdepartment itselfhas been com- ; 300 full and parttime staffers,land, who was heading cast on
pletely
Target date for the new M-40. The Jones woman is in
Holland Thrifty Acres which Holland stores is still 1977 ac- good condition in Holland Hosopened in the fall, 1962, is one , cording to Fred Welling, vice pital with a fracturedelbow and
of the largest retail employers president of properties for the leg and the Boeve woman was
in the area with approximately 1
not injured.

carpeted.

company.

a brother. Richard Van Vuren
of Holland; a sister Mrs. Har-

old (Evelyn) Scholten of
Snover; a

*

rpnnrl

nn
Mrs. Albert (Susie) Alderink of
n , le Zeeland, Mrs. Joe tDena)
,

$Jembersh Jr((, rcnlinded ‘lhat Hughes of La Hambra. Calif,
reservatjons for thn sniiarp and Mrs. Joe (Jessie)Alderink
dance
hv ritv Znen of Grand Rapids,
oc C
Tei^u? A c mu and 7 to 9 p.m. at the chapel.

Sir(S

VT

n!v,

Mrs

pa ,
v^,ionL,rrw

^

tb LuVl'
daneHn Febr^rv
be bonorcd at

8a

'La

L

dinner

Former Vriesland

Man

Dies at

75

book was reviewed by Mi>

GRAND HAVEN - Ben De
Jonge, 75. of Grand Haven,
"Summer Participation"was formerly of Vriesland. died Monthe topic for the cultural proday morning in St. Mary’s
gram with Mrs. Paul Lambert Hospital in Grand Rapids.
David Cross.

speaking on golf and

its

history.

Retired from Camfield ManuShe explained the types of
facturingand la'er employed at
clubs, what each is used for
Mrs. Dyk gave a resume of and named many types of Rediwood Manufacturing.De
Jonge moved to Grand Haven
the Beauty Room project at tournaments.
about five years ago. He was
Resthaven and thanked all those
Dessert and coffee was served
responsiblefor its completion. by the hostess to the Mesdames (he son of the late Rev. Gerhard
She also recognized 11 Phil Adams. Cross, Dunwiddie. De Jonge who served various
Resthaven residents.
Bud George. Jewel Graves, churches in the Zeeland and
Announcement was made of Hedrick, Al Hendricks.Lam- Vriesland areas. He was a
member of (he Second Reformed
the semi-annual Guild sale. Oct. bert, David Lighlfoot, Dick Ray-

he

,

ycarevery
^ O
reaycUng and

w

haven Guild Meefs

years, servingin severalcapacipresided and gave the welcome.
ties. At the time of his illness
'« -y
HAM|IT0N. Ai.tcncDaviSi he was production manager. Mrs. Ver Hoeven was ac- 11 in TrinityReformed Church
He was a member of Bethel companist for group singing. and a harvest coffee at First
a crhonl teacher in the Hoi- 22- <>f
134th Ave., Hamilton.
Mrs. Ronald Jousma led devo- ; PresbyterianChurch on Oct. 25
understands and *s ‘n serious condition in Hoi- Reformed Church, its Adult
tions developing thoughtson the to benefit the guild.
Bible
Class
and
had
served
as
onh^Torres^ainSy Hospilal with head inuniversalneed for love with apNominations for the office of
elder and deacon on the GreataP memories of her own Junes which ahejeceivedm a
propriate scripture and prayer. second vice presidentwere
i er Consistory.
car accident Tuesday here,
Stuart Westing presented a presented to be voted upon in
Surviving are his wife. Jean;
c“7onlan a migrant from She was a passenger in
slide program."The Beauty of the October meeting. The
college,recalled vehiclc (,riven by Anita Marie , a son, Carl of Grand Rapids; a
P
AO»L 04 II OTt «1(
(daughter. Mrs. Dennis (Vicki) the Earth.” The synchronized October birthday party a t
the extensive travelingand how Kaeve- <»l JJlHi St. Hamillon,
musical accompanimentin- Resthaven will be given by
l0 who was heading west on M-40. Hosta of Holland; three grandcluded
sacred, classical, Hope Reformed Church.
daughters.
Wendy
Sue.
Laurie
The vehiclecollidedwith a car
.......... .....
Dessert was served by Mrs.
Lynn and Julie Jean Van Vuren; patrioticand folk song

„I ,
;

available.
.
The stores also strictlyadhere

H ^

Rest

children;three sisters-in-law,

Russ Hedrick.

De

child.

advertised.

1 1

ness.

Wonrc
^,Dt:IUncUfo

Carol Edwards from Fred
Lowell Edwards, wife given

Mrs. Jasper Brink

June

the price to (hot quoted in the

92

Tucker, De \ ties and Mrs. Joe
Patricia Louise Serne from Bead featured Charlene ArmGerrit Alderink. 92. of RestHamilton;Jon Brink, Allegan; Ynes, both of Grand Rapids. Robert Lee ^me, wife given !strong'Phy,lisHolt. Dick Rashaven, died Tuesday in Holland
Monroe George, 342 Roosevelt
Hospital following a short illcustody of one child.
Blvd.; Bradley

^

leased.
asked
'MS* •
^

Succumbs

Bicking.

of
Reformed Eugene Harold Archer, wife
broken
ka’s Nurseries, Torres, 51. The children are beginning
given use of former name of
Meijer also plans to continue fe^er 0f njne children, was to come out of the shock of the
Surviving in addition to her
its pricing policy of not raising kj||e(j jjept 7
truck-trainaccident and aftermath. Mrs.
the shelf price of an item
on the New Holland Gaitan reports. Delia. 12. was gemars, 20 East 28th St.; Hattie husband Jasper ore two sons. Brenda Kay Harrison from
if the price has
, crossing and a son. Juan Man- given a pink suit and white Speet. 230 West 29th St.; Duane of Zeeiund and Leon of Archie Lee Harrison,wife given
Melodic Tooley. 303 East 14th Holland; two grandchldren; custody of one
Recentlythe store received uej
a few days later, coat and she was beaming
St.; Maxine Tromp. Fennville; three* sisters. Mrs. Nicholas James Alan Good from Janet
its suppK' °f shoppingguides Mrs Torres rt,mains in Hoi- '"hen she tried them on. Mrs.
Ruth Vander Kolk. 367 Country • Gertrude) Roelofs of Grand Lynn
and discovered that they had ,and HospUal an(| wjU hate ., Gaitan said
Club Rd.; Mrs. Roy Welton and Rapids. Mrs. Ted (Sena) Temp- Carl L. Spoors from
a quantity of a slowei 'uovmi, famj|v ()l jjve children at home A man contributed cash and
baby, 20 East 23rd St.; Mrs. len of Sterling and Mrs. James
item at a price even tow ci ban 1() t,arc f()r ^hen she is re- specified it was for a pair of
Paul Wolters and baby. 105 (Johanna)Zoerhof of Hamilton Helen Baron from John Baron
pants for Dominga, 16. the Orlando, and Lila Diemer, 127
and several nieces, nephews; Jr., wife restored name of Van
The grocery clerk
fjv hags of family’s temporary mother.
Oak Valley Dr.
Zondcrvan if he should raise Appioximdieiy in
*
aDd C0USlnS-

even

GerritAlderink

Ave., and Alyda Bos, Zeeland.

Contributions Continue

places will be provided for ban-

'

Sets

sisting of PhylliisHolt, chairman. Ted and Marge Jungblut,
six
__________ t
Shirley and Ted Bosch, Marie
Admitted Sunday were Lila Herman of Hudsonvilleand lW0
characterizations.An excerpt
Diemer, 127 Oak Valley Dr.; Menzo of Jenison; three sisters,j Sandra Lynn Burg from from this play was read through Hamilton. Joann Geary. Chuck
James Dobbie, 849 Knolkrest; Mrs. Matthey Rozema of Allen- CharlJes Robert Burg, wife given by Carol Greenwood, Joann and Van Zylen. Dick Rasmussen,
and Bob and Jackie Hamm.
Bruce Ziegler, 1305 West 32nd dale, Mrs. Cornelius Mast and cus,(Kv
lwo children. Fred Geary. Shirley and Ted
St. ; Leona Mouw, 240 East 27th
Mrs. Marvin Raterink, both of Carol Dillenbackfrom Thomas Bosch, Marie and Dennis
St.; Henry Kleis. 265 Columbia Jenison; two brothers-in-law.
Hamilton,Phyllis Holt, Frank
Ave.; Esther Highstreet, 537 Claus Volkeme of Holland and, Mary Ann Conk from Daniel Wieren8a Jr* and Dick RasP in e c re s
Dr.
Albert Albert Damstra of Zeeland and Bruce’ Oonk, wife restored mussenat
Muyskens, 399 West Lakewood two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Nella maiden name of
An excerpt from "Hole In The

and Lorene

will next begin to utilize them.

legs.

-

Miss Jan
Berkompas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cliff Berkompas,
882 Butternut Dr.. Holland
recently graduated with a
Licensed PracticalNurse
Certificate
North-

‘
(Monday. child.
Zimmerman
Payne
Payne

varietyof convenience food and

dicapped persons

GRADIA FES

school in Port Sheldon township
at 5:45 p.m., Presidential Estates Mobile Home Court in
Hudsonville,Bursley school and
Thrifty Acres in Georgetown
township, a school at 8th St.
and 145th Ave. in Tallmadge
ism.
township and the Zeeland indusScores of volunteersacted as trial park area at 6 p.m.
“casualities"which were taken
Emergency personneland
to hospitals in Holland, Zeeland local officials from the various
and Grand Haven.
townships and municipalities
CD director Glenn Timmer took part in the test, Timmer
said the test in Ottawa County said. The exercises ended at
was conducted in cooperation about 7:30 p.m.

In Zeeland, a simulated tornado slammed into the city's
I northern industrial park and
CD directorDon Voss and junk
I car bodies, tree limbs and some
fires were used to create real-

Age 65

o r

n o

cations.

DischargedSaturday w e re
i,J!ni an(1i
kick-off
bo*e • an(*
the Martha Overholt.
John Babor, South Haven; Jen- m
rnreong Oct. 28 at Po,„t
tolowmB
divorceshave been Holland Community Theatre,
nie Batjes, 2.3 West 17th St.;
mlh Jay Van Andel oMhc Am-; gran ed in Ottawa Circuit Inc was heid a|
workshop Mary Olendorf, membership
Nellie Jacobs, 40 West way Corp. as
chairman, suggested that some
|on Saturday
Apartments;Virgil Grimm,
Holland Players enter the One
Diana lanis from Ted Tanis, Ruth Burkholder,president, Act Play Festivalon the state
Allegan; Mrs. John Huizinga
wife guen custody of three announced the slate of plays. level. Winners will go on to the
and baby, 1731 Pint a Dr.: Anna William
Knoll, Zeeland; Mrs. Jere
"You Can’t Take It With You" regional, national and interRichard Claire Monroe from by Moss Hart and George S. national festivals.
Lanser and baby, 2054 Lakeway Dies at
Joy Charlene Monroe, wife Kaufman will be presented on She pointed out the possibility
Dr.; Robert Mac Arthur.
Douglas; Miguel Moralez, 15840
GRAND RAPIDS - William given cust0(1yof on<? child. Dec. 5. 6 and 7. "Gypsy", an of Holland Community Theatre
James St.; James Post, 646 De Vries, 65, of 3516 Barker Betty Perrault from William entertainingmusical, will be hosting the 1976 Spring ConvenNorth Shore Dr.; Mrs. Steven St.. Hudsonville.died in Blod- Perrault.wife given custody of Produced Jan. 29 through Feb. tion of the Community Theatre
Potter and baby, 13877 Van gelt Memorial Hospital, here, one
L "Hole In The Head" will be Associationof Michigan.
Burcn St.; Rick Stygstra. 65
Ethel M. Zimmerman from g.*ven ^a.y 8. 9 and 10. ProducThe treasurer’sreport was
East 35th St.; Julie Van Surviving are his wife. Earl A.
tlons again wl!1 ^ presented :n
given by Nancy Gasper.
KTompenberg, Zeeland; Sherri Berthu, two sons, Uverne of Ravmond Lawrence
Hi«h Performing
Decorations was the work of
Van Klompenberg,Zeeland; Jamestown adn Gerald of Hoi- from Frcda Marie
Art*s Cen,erthe HospitalityCommittee conAlma Yelding, South Haven,

shelving is fewer trips to the
stock room for clerks. Now
much of it is stored on top

gourmet items are

;

Seasons Play Schedule
19 Divorces
,MC!; 0d 2:! r*FMvn havfy ti T*16
dinner hearlding mussen. Dan Ressiguie and
to ,be annual GRAND HAVEN
he the new theatre season for

•^

St.

io Zondcrvan.

f

Roseoe Giles of Chamber

Scholten,2571 Beeline Rd., and
headquarters called attention to
Ted Plakke, 16576 New Holland
a legislativebreakfast with

accomplishednights during a
three-week span and reception
of customersto the new look
has been very good, according

time

is

Discharged Friday were Lloyd of buildings, and fire prevention

"Goal of the remodeling project was to give Holland an
up-to-datesupermarketwith a
full range of products,” store
manager Ted Zondcrvan says.

shelves, saving

9

jElhart, 260 West 32nd St.; in excess of $38 and the top
Margaret Schrotenboer, 19 8 4 class 10 over $-14. Insurance)
92nd Ave., and Louis Tejeda, rates arc based on water supply,
police and fire protection, type
•117 ColumbiaAve.

With extensive renovating
almost complete. Mcijer Thrifty
Acres in Holland is able to

merchandising

with agencies in Kent County
and the Ottawa County exercise began at 5:08 p.m. with
the first reported touchdown at
lities and Civil Defense authori- Nunica School.
ties said the tests pointed out
Others were reported at the
some weaknessesin communi- Robinson school. Sheldon Woods

i

Cooper, 32 West 28th St.; David four classifications. Class

County-Wide Test Alert

Simulatedtornadoes touched
'down at seven locations in Ottawa County Thursday night as
part of a test of emergencyfaci-

:

i

it

‘Damage’ County

side.

the insurance front,
Admittedto Holland Hospital
Friday were John H i r d e s Holland is classed as a 5th class
Zeeland; Jennie Ten Have. 321 city with insurancerates at
West 13th St.; Linda Murdick, $24.67 per $19,000. a rate only
13332 Butternut Dr.; John slightly more than the first
,

B> Ann Hungerford

ir

Seven Twisters

On

To Update Holland Store

exercise.

of

some $130,000. Considerable
time is spent in inspections, the
less glamorous, less hazardous
side of the fire picture, but one
that helps avoid the dangerous

Hospital Notes

Zeeland where Civil Defense personnel
brought in junk cars, tree limbs, power
poles and other debris to add realism to
the
(Sentinel photo)

+

aerial ladder truck.* a rescue
unit and a tank truck, and soon,
will have an 85-foot aerial

Holland Mcijer Thrifty the worn out equipment and was expanded to include the
Acres Manager Ted Zondcrvan discusses unit pricing of
entire store. The modernizationwill enable the store to
new item with Jo Mcengs, parttime grocery clerk Accord- display up to 20 per cent more merchandise, particularly
mg to officials in the company's head office, remodeling in food, clothing, toys and hardware,
began in the grocery area with new freezercases to
(Sentinelphotos)

reported in the north industrialarea

Church.

mond. Dave Rodgers. Wenzel,
Jim Wissink and guest, Mrs. Survivors include the wife,
Cornelia, a son, Don. a sister
Ken Klare.
Mrs. Jen Posma of Hudsonville
and two grandchildren.
List Three New Babies
In Holland Hospital
Births in Holland Hospital include a daughter. Angela Marie,
born Tuesday, Oct. 1 to Mr.

—

Recent

—

Accidents

and Mrs. Ronald Plummer,

Two vehicles heading we
route 3, Box 140, Allegan;a on 32nd St., west of Crestvvoi
recordings.
Rod Folkert,Mrs . Lewis daughter, Katina Ann, born to- Ave.. collidedTuesday at 5:
Business was conducted by Vanden Bosch. Mrs. Howard day, Oct. 2. to Mr. and Mrs. p.m. Donna Jeane Davis.
: Van Oss, Mrs. Ver Hoeven, Troy Ferrell, route 1, Grand 2551 132nd Ave.. was attemptii
Guild presidentMrs. Alvin Dyk
| Mrs. Mulder and Mrs. Jousma.
Junction; a son, Michael John, a left turn into a drivewa
with Mrs. John Wolbert and
The October Guild meeting born Wednesday,Oct. 2, to Mr. (Paul Craig Rozema. 25. 16
Miss Marion Shackson giving will be hosted by H a v e n and Mrs. Douglas Laarman,.Jerome St., was attempting

sister-in-law,' Mrs.
John (Linda) Van Vuren of Holland; several nieces, nephews
activity and finance reports. Reformed Church, Hamilton.
and cousins.

1

3853 147th Ave., Zeeland.

ipass the David vehicle.
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J.Overbeek, 75,

Hope Runs By Crusaders

Dies

in

Zeeland

ZEELAND —

Nine

To Extend String to
By Leo

Martonosi

Johannes Overbeek, 75, of 63 West 32nd St.,
Holland died Sunday in Zeeland
Community Hospital following
an extended illness.
Born in East Saugatuck, he

Van Tuinen, who

injured his the first Wheaton touchdownof
Who says you have to be real shoulder and Jim Vander Meer the day. John Billett’s kick cut
big to play
recovered fumbles for
the halftime margin to 21-7.
Kurt Bennett and
Starting defensive back
Duff DeZwaan grabbed a 21Carlson. neitner of whom tip Barkes was also injured in the i yard pass from Carlson to put
the scales at over 175 pounds game but Smith expects both the pigskin on the Crusader20
and Bob Lees proved that foot- him and Van Tuinen to be ready ' in the third period. Carlson
ball games sometimesgo to the for Alma in the M1AA opener finally hooked up with Meyer
swiftest as they played key
for the score. Miller's PAT closroles in extending H
The Dutchmen went 72 yards ed out the scoring for Hope.
College'swinning streak to nine in six plays for a score on the A pass interference penalty
games Saturday afternoonat very first time they had the aided Wheaton’s second
Riverview
ball, as Carlson capped the touchdown drive that covered
Carlson, a senior quarterbackdrive by scootingJO yards 69 yards in 10 plays with
from Muskegon, rushed J 0 around right end. Jim Miller Muhitch again scoring from the
yards for one touchdown and kicked the extra point and Hope one with 1:07 still remaining
passed 20 and five yards to had a 7-0 lead with still 12:42 in the third quarter.
Gary Constant and Mark Meyer to play in the
The touchdown was the first
for two other
An 11-yard run into the end third period TD given up by

football?
Bob

Bethany

Saugatuck
Christian Reformed Church.
Prior to his retirement he was
at Mechanical
Transplanter Co.

employed

Survivingare his

Park.

quarter.

a

j

Lester Schaap, both of Holland;
17 grandchildren; three great-

j

grandchildren;four brothers,
Henry and Ben of Hamilton,
John Henry and James of Holland and a sister, Mrs. Gertie
Oetman of Hamilton.

Bennett, a
11” speedster zone moments later by Constant Hope’s rugged defense in 13
went through the Wheaton was nullified and Miller even- games,
flanks, knifed inside for one tually missed a field goal from Wheaton linebacker Paul
touchdown and rushed for 154 29 yards
Baker, who was taken to the
yards in 32 tries in Hope's 28-14 After Lees coughed up a | hospital, suffered only a bruised
Crusader fumble. Carlson hit neck.
Leo.:, a junior defensive end Constant on a screen pass and
Dm|is

out.

L,

^

standout dropped the Crusaders ll'e. ex*Gra™(
quarterbacks five times in at- made sure this

,
t

abandon performance in the bC?-ie'-

product yards Rushing
o u c h d o w n I Yards Passing

Rites

. ar

.

j

fumbles Lost P

,

‘

offeredSmith.

who

Lees,

I
'

jflllA

1

CARLSON LEADS HOPE

Ron B^a"rd.1J Holwerda* Tea,er. d
the final yard for Skers: dark. Miller.

yards to the Hope one and

along with Craig Muhitch went

Busscher, "probably the
best collegiatereceiver in the Pratt
state of Iowa." An elementary
Miller
education major, he also is a By
(track letterman. having finishZEELAND — Tom Pratt, a
ed third last year in the conten-year veteran of sales and
ference high hurdles.
calls

Promoted

-

Bob Carlson,

is stopped for

a short gain on this play
Wheaton College gridders in action
Saturday at RiverviewPark. The Flying

son, as Carlson passed for two touchdowns

by two

and ran

Auxiliary.
sisted.
Surviving are two sons, VinThe bride chose a floor-length
cent Detrick with the U.S. Navy
jersey gown trimmed with lace
in Hawaii and Douglas Detrick
and a chapel-lengthveil.

(Sentinelphoto)

Hawkeyes

with the U.S.

O-K

Hospital Notes
Admittedto Holland Hospital
Visser,

Plainwell; Anthony Beckman,
343 Fallenleaf Lane; Henrietta
Wilterdink. Resthaven; David
Ross. West Olive; Catherine
Walle. Pullman; Esther Wenzel, 397 F ourth Ave.; Bastian
Dale R. Zoet
Coelingh, Allendale; Gertrude
Steketee. 514 Central Ave.;
Letha Jane Kleis. 2559 William;
Melvin C. Hirdes, 252 West
Elects Officers
33rd St.; Pauline Reed, Fennville; LeRoy 0. Gough, Bangor;
Randy Busscher
At Final Affair
grabs 12 against Kerris Jim Allen Wyant, 1548 Elmer;
Rodney Payne, 726 Harrington;
Tom Pratt
Bay Haven Yacht Club held
Juella Klomparens.120 Clover;
Flash KimberlyHill, 16 East 17th St.; j Institution Division,it was an- its Commodore's Ball last Sat1 Richard L. Smith, 808 Oakdale, i nounced by
Hugh De Pree, ur(jay at the Finial in Grand
Sets
and Harriet Sternberg, 3935 presidentof the firm.
Rapids.
60th Ave.
Pratt joined Herman Miller
Following the dinner the outfor
Discharged Monday were
after coaching wrestling and going Commodore. Dale R.
.
, Freda Upton, 11 West 14th St.;
PELLA, Iowa -In this mod- Mrs JohH„ Blue and bab 53 footballfour years at Zeeland Zoet. presided over the meetern era 01 wishbone forma- East
st
. Monro' j High School. He is a graduate ing to announcethe new board.
He had the special pleasure of
welcoming the first woman on
ground-orfonted
°f Whea,°n COlle6C'

Boy Haven Club

Ex-Hamilton

Receptions

Central

...

two wins to

date..
DufcLehs

^

^na

Woudwyk' 285

"T*

Wesl

-

17

Dam

|

Nov. 21

Donivan.
Dec. 19

- Mrs

Edward

Hudsonville

a

12-0 lead after

—

Mrs. Mary Ellen three periods.
Brinks threw a 19-yard TD
January 16
Miss Dora strike to Clint Vander Klok for
Kraai
the final score in the fourth
February 20 — Mrs. Mary quarter.Tom Parrin ran in the
Emma Young
PAT.
March 20 - Mrs. Paul Van
Fullback Scott Mannard rush-

Stevenson.
Kolken.
April

17

—

Dam

ed for 73 yards while Van

Mrs. Howard grabbed three passes for

Graves,

Ottawa Painting

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

92

yards and Kirk Nederveldhad

./

,

UL*.

dore is Rick Linn of Holland;
, John
John Vander Warf and Robert
Robert
Turschman,both of Holland. ^ OH

.

ln9Hn<;nitnk
^ nuofjl IU

lb

H

Lee next Friday while Hudsonville travels to tough Comstock

11

^GWyGT,

/

0,

Park.

Rear Commodore

iare

Ha.
First Downs
Yards (lushing
Yards Passing
Total Yards
Passes

1
Secretary. Zoet continues “s Diesin Hudsonville
catches The Holland Week-N-Ders New babjes jn Holland treasurerand 259 of those yards were camping elub attended the fall Hospital Include a daughter,! Other board members are! BUMONyUAB-Jobn Saw
amassed Sept. 21 in a game slate campout in Lowell last Na,a|ie Fay tom Saturday, Adolf Wolf of Holland, Arthur -JFj ^
Ba"y, S! Fumbles
Punts
against Ferns State College in weekend. NCHA clubs from all sept. 28. to Mr. and Mrs Boyce, Battle Creek and Dick “sonnne. dirt alh's home Penalties
of ^‘-mtlictedgunwhich he set a new single game over Michigan celebrated the Donald Wynn, 102 Michigan Washburn. Roger Mantey and •'lo. ay’
shot wounds.
Central record.
loth anniversary of NCHA. Ave., South Haven; a daughter, Forrest Weaver all of Grand
Records are nothing new to
Surviving are two daughters, Noon
Attending were the families Brenda Lee, born Monday, Sept. Rapids,
Mrs. Don (Mavis) Emekmder
the 6'2", 200-pound senior. He of Dennis Roelofs, Ken Jones,! 30, to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis) Past Commodores
attending
1

1

year. Twelve of those

:

,,of

!

W
;

-

had

--

Central’s season Elmer Van Dyke, Dale Kole, 2485 Brookdale Dr.
record of 40 catches and the Aalderink,Pete Luyk and
already

“L.

121

3108

75

yatds.

599

During the past two

Sterken.

guests. Mr. and Mrs. Warren

:

Rapids.

Vandenberg

’

YOU

Zeeland

WANT SOFT
WATER?
CALL

AND SAY

SHEET METAl

•

AIR CONDITIONING
DUCTS
• HELI-ARC WELDING
• EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

Saw-

!

HELP

WORK

New

aTRotT

376 N. Franklin,

• HEAVY

,

I

EXPERTS

Kiwanis

A born today, Oct. 1, to Mr. man of Hollandand„Jur“;h:
M,ra!ia f'Vfie
Officers
was
and John s?.rLS,f
k'c an.J ^0,)crJ’ Of
an(j ^jrSi Charles Piehl, 417 Schermerhornand Weaver nf ll 0 Hudsonville: nine grandchildren;a brother.Lloyd
* Kdzer was installedas
years. Busscherhas scored 16 j The August campout was held West 40th St.; a son, born Tues- Grand Rapids,
yer of Walker and a sister-in- Provident of the Holland Noon
touchdowns to lead the Big Red at Shady Bend Park in Augusta. day, Oct. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
law. Mrs. Lawrence Sawyer
, 'J ceremonies conboth times. And he still has Attending were the familiesof James Stills'615 Douglas Ave
Grand
ducted at the Holiday Inn TuesJack
seven games to go this season. Frank De Vries, Herk ter Beek. Apt. D 1.
day. Sept. 24. Installing officer
He has already scored four Ken Jones, Elmer Van Dyke. : In Zeeland Hospital it was a
was the lieutenantgovernor of
Dale Aalderink.Harv Aalderink son, Phiiliip Dale, born Tuesday Dies at Age 76
Kiwanis District 14, Bill BenCoach Ron Schipper. the and Pete Luyk. Special guests Oct. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
nett.
Jacob J. (Jack) Vandenberg,
nation's third winningest NCAA were Marv and MargaretHeft. DeJong, 4189 22nd Ave
Other officers installedwere
'•76, of 142 West 20th St., died
small college football mentor, district field directors. Hudsonville.
Bob Riksen, vice president;
season yardage mark of

Maintenance
Pa'ntinq Specialists

• INDUSTRIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• RESIDENTIAL

2

G-222

.77

Spray Painting
Sand Blasting
Water Proofing
Paper Hanging

Phone 772-6287

io-5-i

:i

Residential

8
121
101

Has Installation

and given special recognitionof Hudsonville and Mrs. Keith

,v

Fi'l

2:i-7-;i

LET THESE

Hu.

IS

& Sandblasting Inc.
Industrial • Commercial

Rapids

LiSt5 Births

Busscher. a native of Hamil- AAonthlv CnmnnuU Hold
ton. has eccounted for 360 yards D u
in 14 receptions already this oy Holland r/eek-N-Uers

n

Football Play

E ^Simth
' “
* and the board. Mrs. Robert Bulli- At each program a short a 53-yard punt for the winners.
Van his wife, Gloria, and three ment of Grand
book talk will be presented by Rugged Mark Naber hauled in
Elected
as
Commodore
for
the
a *!ta^ member Mrs. Helen four passes for Hamiltonfrom
b.uljc. of a JeamvS. °[fense- Wvck and baby, 1959 Forest : children live at 7330 Crestwood
1975 season is Fred- Rathbun of k'*10' *s ln charge of the quarterback Bob Boeve.
rnU,,^ SpeXaACtlypWhatv,Centi,ralDr : J^n Varga. Fennville. 1 in Jenison.
Grand Rapids. Vice Commo- yea,'’s program
The Hawkeyes host Wyoming
do"egiVthf ^ing

i

Book Reviews

Open

L

Army

Germany; two

-

Mexico.

teams, it is rare that a
receiver will ever account for Fennvi],p.

InGrandville

Miss Mary Timmer was maid
daughters, Sandra and Janet Detrick, both at of honor and Mrs. Diane Callihome; one granddaughter;her han and Mrs. Jeanne Pelon
fatner, John Teets Sr. of were bridesmaidswith Ellen
Kingwood, W. Va.; th rce Drenth and Leah Meekhof as
brothers, John Teets Jr. and junior bridesmaids. Best man
HUDSONVILLE It's been James of Fennville and Gerald was Mike Keen with Jim Van
seven years since Hudsonville of Kingwood and two sisters, Huis and Steve Hoekstra,
has been in first place and Mrs. James (Nora) Roy of groomsmen,and Larry Meekhof,
Coach Bruce Zylstra hopes his Pullman and Mrs. Timothy brother of the bride, and David
Oct.
Eagles can stay where they pre- (Laura) Hetrick of Morgantown Swanson as ushers. Mrs. Esther
sently stand, as they blanked
Drenth was the bride’s personal
Hamilton, 204) in O-K Blue DiviIn Library
attendant.The couple's parents
Retired Holland Worker
sion footballplay Friday evewere honor attendants.
Dies in Grand Haven
"Working" by Studs Terkel ning.
Master and mistress of cerewill be the selection reviewed The Eagles are now 2-0 in the
GRAND HAVEN — Services monies at the reception at Gerrii by Daniel Vander Ark at the league and 2-1 for the season
for Ernest R. Olson. 67. of bees Party Place, Grandville.
’ first Herrick Public Library while Hamilton is 0-2 in the loop Grand Haven, retired from the
were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Have' and 0-3 overall.
Western Foundry in Holland six man Jim Meekhof and Miss
book review of the 1974-1975
Hamilton did outgain the years ago. will be held Wednes- MareelleBass presided at the
season on Thursday. Oct. 17.
Eagles in total yards 251-222, day at 1:30 p.m from the punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs.
This year the reviews will be but 'ost the ball on fumbles and
Kammeraad Funeral Home
Larry Stancil! and Mr. and
held on the third Thursday of interceptions three times each.
Olson lived all his life in Mrs Howard Bultman. brotherseach month at 2 p.m. in the
Bill Brinks passed 42 yards to Grand Haven and was a in-law and sisters of the groom,
library auditorium. 'Pie public
member of the First Presby- attended the gift room.
Ron Van
for the first
is invited.
terian Church, the Eagles and
After a honeymoon at the
The schedule for the season Eagles touchdown in the first!the Elks. Survivors include the
is as follows:
Pheasant
Run Resort. St.
period. Defensive tackle Mike wife, Kathryn, six sisters and
^Ocotober 17 - Daniel Vander jalsma recovcreda Hawkeye two brothers. The Rev. Albert Charles, III., the newlywedswill
Ik.* at homo in Wyoming.
fumble in the end zone to give Parker III will officiate.

En

branch campuses in Austria.;
England, France. Spain and

^
^looM ^Zs “v S
wide Mrs
Aar£

Harmon

VFW

for another.

Eagles Blank

j

,

Crusaders, 28-14

for their third consecutive win of the sea-

Central is a four-year liberal marketing at Herman Miller
arts college located in Pella, Inc., has been named vice
Iowa. Central, a member of president of marketing, Officethe NCAA and Iowa Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, has

Mark

Dutchmen defeated the

co-captain of Hope College's football team,

mm

Herman

Monday were Dale

Are Performed

Lois Marie
Harmon, 40, of route 3, who Shirlec Dawn Meekhof. daughdied Sunday followinga one-car ter of Mr. and Mrs. Russel C
accident near here, will be Meekhof of Byron Center, and
taken to Morgantown. W. Va., Herman Dale Medema. son of
Wednesday to the Fred L. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Medema
Jenkins funeral Home, there of Holland, exchanged vows
for services and burial later this Wednesday evening in a candleweek.
light ceremony in Woodhaven
Local arrangementswore by Reformed Church of Grandville.
Chappell Funeral Home.
The Rev. Sy Voortman of
Mrs. Harmon was employed Oaklawn, III., officiated and the
by Holland Hitch Co. and was Rev. S. Cammenga of Hope Rea member of the Fennville formed Church, Grandville.as-

Van

stanza
stanza.

Medema

FENNVILLE -

1

I

Scheduled

For Mrs.

Kevin Clark s 45-yard coffin Punts
7-:i5 9-:i8
40 io
corner punt that went out of Yards Penalized
A- happy Coach Ray Smith
bounds on the Wheaton four set Backs.
Car|SOn, Co,e.
commented after the game. “It
up Hope’s third touchdown in man. Barkes. Bennett. Bonnette. Me
was our best team effort of ho sornnH
Louth.
Ritcheske, Ten Have. Vanme secona
der
Veen
B|ackquiere
the season. Our offensivecome
Rick McLOUth returned the Centers: Martin. Navarra.Zessin.
of age and we beat a pretty
Crusaderpunt 15 yards to the „Guardi Yci,c‘> Vander
fine Wheaton team."
1.. Of Whiaton and thiee plays Tackles: Cornell,Thompsos,Terp"What more can you sa.v later Bennett plunged one yard stra. osburnc, Richards. Lukow.
Van Tuinen.
about Lees, he was j u s f0|- the TD.
Ends: De Witt, Richardson. Meyawesome in that second half." j0hn Marshall dashed 64 er. Van Assen, Bliss. Lees, be
fourth period.

Mrs. Herman Dale

Candlelight Rites

aven

tempting to pass and was a wasn t called back as he ran,pa!)SCS Attempted
oneman gang with his reckless mva;v 10m *,e screen f°r the Passes complete^^

1

wife,

Johanna: three daughters, Mrs.
Leon (Dorothy) Brummel of
Zeeland, Mrs. Robert (Arlene)
Bareman and Mrs. Howard
(Mary) Pippel,both of Holland;
a son, Jarvis;
stepson,

1

victory.

of

member of East

Saturday.

;

a member

ChristianReformed

Church, Holland and was a
former member and consistory

ope

5'

lifelong resident of the

area. He was

Tom

scores.

a

v/as

Hope.

* ol

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL

l,mes-

PHONE 392-3394

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL - HOME OWNED

467 East Lakewood Blvd.

COMMERCIAL

!NC.

|

early

Monday in

Holland Hos-

V e r

pital, shortly after being admit-

He was a member of Nth
Street Christian Reformed
Church and operated the

THAKX

m mm

|

BUMP SHOP
QualityWorkmanship

Ron

board members are

Ricketts,Tom Burns and

Dan

Saul.
For

The Noon Kiwanis which was
chartered April 10, 1973, has
grown to 45 members. Meetings
are held every Tuesday noon
at Holiday Inn of Holland.

Homo, Sloro
Industry

Fully Insured

392-9051

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK
R E.

BARBER FORI

US-31 and

E.

8th St.

PHONE 396-2361

Marriage Licenses
Local
Leg

in

Man

Fractures

;

|

and fractured his left leg while
walking in an area of mossy
logs.

Shown with a sign commemoratingthe
event are (left to right) Charles Kupsky,
vice president of manufacturing,pharmaceutical & consumer produts;

Win

Roser,

safety director;Betty Hesselink, plant
nurse, and John Amaya, plant manager.
(Sentinelphoto)

George’s son, Jeffery ran for
help and a nearby fisherman
and his wife bound the leg with
sticks and belts before taking
him to a local hospital for
emergency treatment. A cast
was applied at Holland Hospital,
after the party returned home,

(Allegan County)

ON LEAVE - FNNF (MM)

Camping Mishap

j

Holland plant
of Parke-Davis & Co. has broken the noobserved the event with a "Thank You
Day" Wednesday. Employes ate a steak
dinner The 476 days without an accident
lost time accident record of 471 days and
amounted to 700,000 man hours of work.

Serving The
Holland - Zeeland
Area With

Morrie Dressinga. Outgoing

j

of

A weekend of camping
Northern Michigan ended in)
disaster for Monroe George. 342
1 Roosevelt Ave., when he slipped

SAFETY RECORD - The

New board members installed
were Gene Geib. Craig Hall.

Holland.Roger D. of Opa Locka.
Fla., Ivan L. of Holland and
Bruce L. of Holt; eight grand-’
children; one great-grandchild
and three sisters,Mrs. Ben
(Gertrude) Trimpe and Mrs.
Tom (Minnie) Smith of Holland
and Mrs. Haijo (Alice) Kiel
of Milaca, Minn.

Y0V

Roofing Co.

Claude Kline. John Kruid and

Surviving are his wife. Minne;

Tree estimates^

Willenstyn,treasurer.

ly. treasurer.

25 years.

four sons, Donald M.

Holland Ready

Retiringofficers are Gene Geib,
:past president,and Jake Eber-

attack.

VandebergGas Co. for

i

Chet

ted followingan apparent heart

j

n Hoeksema, secretary;

Ave., has completed recruit

trainingat Great Lakes
Naval Training Center and
is currentlyhome on leave.
John is enlisted in t h e
nuclear program of the Navy
and will be returningto

Jr. ,18, Byron Center; Colleen
Ann Beyer, 18, Hamilton;
Michael Earl Berens, 19, and
Diane Beth Schaap. 19. Holland;
Terry Gene Cope, 18, Jonesboro,
Ark., and Edna Mae Teresa

Great Lakes for

Turner, 16, Fennville; Henry
James Mac Kechnie, 23, and
Luanne Rowder, 22, Douglas;

further

schooling in this specialty.
He is a 1973 graduate of

West Ottawa High

60088.

and Dorothy Kay Dubbink,

is

j

Hamilton; Ronald

Allen

te Sue Bowen, 23, Holland.

HAROI

Service
•

Air Conditioning

•

•

Bumping

•

Mechanical Repair!

Painting

LANGEJt
GENERAL CONTF
and

HOME

BUI

• STORE FROf
• REMODELIN
• CEMENT WC

20,

Schmall, 20, Allegan,and Janet-

111.,
I

L

Repair

Elbert Lee Bledsoe,20, Holland,

School.

FNNF John
L. Good. NTC (MM) AHis address

Complete

31,

and Isabell Gonzales Tonche, 38,
Fennville; Lewis Russell Stein

School; Great Lakes,
j

Paul Hernadez Vasquez,

John L. Good, son of the
Alan J. Goods, 211 170th

De Nooyer Chev.
600 E. 8th — 390-2333

Commarcial

No Job Too Larga
430 W.

21 it

